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I. INTRODUCTION 

E/CN.l4/INR/l87 

"Capitals are increased by parsimony 

and diminished by prodigality and 

misconduct" 

Adam SmithY 

1. Two decades ago the United Nations initiated efforts to promote 

development of the so-called under-developed areas of the world.g/ At 

that time attention was focused on mobilization of domestic resources. 

Two decades went by; the emphasis has shifted to foreign resources and 

foreign aid, and the problemsof domestic resources are far from being 

solved. The tendency toavoid sePking solutions to these problems and 

instead to turn to foreign aid is very disquieting. Foreign aid which 

should be an auxiliary tool used to generate growth of domestic resources 

often comes to be regarded and used as their substitute. 

2. Undeniably, most African countries have made an attempt to increase 

the flow of domestic resources and in several cases their efforts have 

certainly been considerable. J3ut by and large the results obtained have 

been disappointing. In many African countries the saving ratio has 

declined and the balance-of-payments position of these countries on 

current account h~ve deteri0rated during the last decade. The region as 

a whole showed a l?wer rate of growth during the last decade.lf (1960-1967) 

than in the previous one. Several factors contributed in different degrees 

to this slow-down of economic growth. It may be that the most important 

Adam Smith: An Inquiry into th.:; N:a.ture and Causes of the lrlenl th of 
Nations, The Modern Library, Random House, New York, 1937, p. 321. 

?} Measures for Economic Devel(')pment of Under-developed Countries, Report 
by a Group of Exports~ UN, New York, 1951. 

2/ Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics, 1968, New York, 1969, Vol. II, 
Table 5B. 
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factor was the overriding tendency to attempt accelerated economic 

growth within the social, economic, technological, and organizational frame

work as a basis for pre-colonial and colonial structures. There was a failure 

to distingu.ish between "development", that is the transformation of societies 

and their orientation toward concepts and action related to modernization, and 

improved social status and"e0.)nomic growth", that is, the attaining of 

measurable increments in the output of goods and services. Excessive reliance 

was placed on aggregative planning, foreign private investment, foreign aid, 

and technical·assistance without a sufficiently critical evaluation being 

made of·these instruments as effective means for achieving the objectives 

and targets proposed in plan documents. 

3. Theoretically, following neo-classical concepts, investment shoul4 

generate its own savings, so that investment and savings should develop in 

an ever-expanding spiral, each giving support to the other. That has not 

happened in Africa. The gap between domestic savings and investment has 

remained as wide as ever, if it has not further widened. 

4. There are, however, some doubts about whether or not the_neo-clssic.al 

theor::.t-8 :r,avo any relevance for Afric::>.. Nco-clA-ssicA-l economists assume that full 

employment is maintained through the entire accumulation process. They also 

generally assume that the money supply remains constant and they maintain 

that development generally benefits all major income groups. 

5. These assumptions do not reflect the African realities. The supply of 

labour exceeds the volume of employment that capacity-utilization of the 

existing stock of capital equipment can provide. The redundant labour, i.e., "the 

ii1d'1.strial reserve army" competes with the employed labour force and tends 

to depress wages to the subsistence level. There is unemployment in the 

(modern) money sector of the economy as well as much redundant labour within 

the subsistence sector of the economy. Striking asymmetries in income, 

particularly money income distribution, not only persist but also 
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in some cases increased during the past decade. It is believed that the 

structural pluralism,A/ which is a common feature of most African economies 

is the basic cause underlying African economic problems, and~ implicitly 

also the cause of the failure to mobilize domestic resources for 

development. 

6. Frequently, in analyses of the failure of domestic savings to respond 

to the rise in investment, blame has been placed on various policies, 

instruments, an~ administrative deficiencies as well as on the high 

consumption propensities, both in public expenditure and in the private 

sector. This may be valid to some extent but the widespread nature of this 

failure and persistence over a long period of time would indicate that there 

are more basic causes which not only prevent these factors from being easily 

removed but also strengthen them as development proceeds. These defects are 

symptoms of a deeply rooted problem, and can only partially explain the 

persistent failure of savings to respond to investment. 

7. The policies, so far generally advocated and proposed for the mobiliza

tion of savings in Africa, based as they are on the model of western 

developed countries, derived from neo-classical, or rather Keynesian and 

post-Keynesian concepts, often cause in the African milieu an opposite 

effect from the one desired. Market imperfections and rigidities are well 

known by economists but their impact on resource mobilization and resource 

allocation, within a structure of plural economies, has never been 

systematically investigated, at least in the African context which is 

strikingly different from that of other developing regions. 

8. If these premises have any validity, implied is a thorough reconsidera

tion of the strategies and policies so far proposed and accepted. Therefore 

i-t is important, that as detailed and exhaustive an analysis as possible 

~ See: paragraphs 27-31; and also E/CN.l4/INR/183, Some Features of 
Development in Africa, March 1971. 
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be carried out to determine how far structural pluralism accounts for the 

failure of domestic resources mobilization in Africa, and 9 if necessary, 

what new policy recommendations could be made to counteract it. 

9. The endemic scarcity and unreliability of statistical data in Africa 

poses a serious limitation to such analysis. Information on capital 

formation and savings, when available, suffers from several known 

limitations. This is even more the case for information on income 

distribution, consumption and savings patterns, and taxation. There are 

almost no data on new money supply and the official exchange rates do not 

reflect the real values of African currencies which are frequently over

valued. 

10. Nevertheless, it has been pos0ible to collect a certain amount of 

information and data which are considered reasonably reliable and represen

tative of a fair cross-section. They have made possible the attempt 

at analysis carried out in this study. What has ber=-n sought has been to 

present a rudimentary outline of the problem of resource mobilization and 

allocation under conditions of structural plurality as they operate in 

Africa. To undertake anything more would have been too ambitious. Of course, 

a more thorough study is urgently required if the countries of the region 

are not to be overwhelmed by a sense of utter futility in their attempts 

to achieve self-sustained growth~ 

11. In the first section of this paper the records of savings and 

investments in addition to growth performance of the countries are presented 

~o the extent that information is available). This section is based on 

national accounts statistics analysis of the :problem which used an "identity" 

approach premise.2/ The second section analyses detailed data and · 

information on a sectoral basis, departing from the concept of "behavioural" 

2/ For terminology used in this study please refer to the note on 
terminology. 

,I 

• 
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approach which discloses the peculiarities of the structural pluralism of 

African economies. The third section is devoted to conclusions concerning 

development of more adequate strategy for domestic resources mobilization 

and suggestion on policy measures. 

II. SAVING AND INVESTM~}~ IN AFRICA - A BRIBF SU~~RY 

12. Balance-of-payments data (Table 1) are ~vailable only for 21 countries&/ 

and frequently the coverage is restricted to more recent years. There is a 

major shortage of information, although the other data and information (on 

Gross Domestic Product, and Capital Formation) are also often not available. 

Historical series (say for 1950-1960) seldom exist. Because of that the 

analysis must be restricted to selected countries (18) which represent some 

70 per cent of the population of developing Africa and some 73 per cent of 

its Gross Domestic Product (see Table 3). Although these percentages suggest 

a relatively good coverage, it should be pointed out that they yield a 

more optimistic than actual picture because most of the countries which 

apparently have had better performance are included, whereas most countries 

which are doing less well and the relatively poor countries are not included. 

13. Except for Libya in more rece:1.t years (1965 onwards) and Zambia in the 

past (till 196G) all countries for which balance-of-payments data are 

available show a negative position on current account. This deficit 

represents in average some 4 per cent of GDP (1965-66) of the sample. 

Compared with Latin American countries~ which have some 1 per centl/ deficit 

in average, this figure alone is highly disquieting. And, of course, this 

is an average, the situation in some countries is more negative. 

11 

I.M.F., Balance of Payments Yearbook, Vol. 20; information on countries 
belonging to the Franc area (La Zone Franc, 1967) does not give a full 
set of data necessary for dressing a balance-of-payments. 

Economic Survey of Latin America, 1967, Economic Commission for Latin 
America (ECLA), United Nations, New York, 1969. 
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1 

·'" " u ~ . _" aJ~ Balance -of-pay·nents position on current account, 1960-1967 (in US$ mln.) 
-------------------------------------------------~~~v~v~eu.~o~~~n~.-~c~"·111r~l~v~~~1- --------------------

1963 1960-1962 bj 

--------------------------~average --------· 
Nor1_hern Africa 

Libya 
Morocco 
Sudan 
Tunisia 
UAR 

''Testern Africa 

Dahomey 
Ghana 
Ivory Coast 
Mali 
Nigeria 
Sierra leone 
Togo 

Central Africa 

Congo (K) 

Eastern Africa 

Ethiopia 
Kenya 
Malawi 
Nauritius 
Somalia 
Tanzania 
Uganda 
Zambia 

Totals fl 
Northern Africa 
Bestern Africa 
Central Africa 
Zastern Africa 
Grand Total 

Totals as per cent of GDP t/ 
Northern Africa 
l·!estern Africa 
Central Africa 
Eastern Africa 
Grand to:bal 

- 37.8 - 27.4 
- 65.0 -108.3 
- 43.4 - 77.2 

81.0 -100.5 
-284 

.. 
-109.0 -124.3 

•·. - l).<S .... 
-179.2 -162.4 .... - 19.9 

•• 

..... 

- 20.0 - 28.2 
- 10.4 

.... -
oro dj -

- 22.0 4.1 - 22.e 
+ 12.3 11.5 ... -

•• -

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 oj 

- 39.2 + 87.4 +100.5 + ,lJo.l 
- 47.2 - 13.8 - ;)8. 8 - eo.2 -99.8 
- .39.6 - ';l. 9 - 55.1 - 49.1 -04.0 
- 120.6 - 177.5 -l28,C - 136.7 
- 286 - 252 -179 -·286 

16.4 - 23.5 - 28.0 £1 
- 95.0 - 226.0 -129.9 - 84.8 
- 17.0 - 37.7 - 46.2 - 58.3 

43.7 - 44.3 - 37.4 - 37.1 
- 272 ... .;. - 276.6 -28295 - 266.6 -248.6 

- 24.0 - 38.2 - 28.5 - 29.3 u 
17.9 - 8.5 - 12.8 9 

64.0 - 108.5 - 33.9 -6.0 + 58.9 

- 19.0 - 29. J - 1-4.4 - 41.6 - 42.1 
+ 6.9 - 19.8 - 27.2 -: 58.3 - 54·9 
- 21.3 - 32.5 - 40.9 -\ 35.7 

9.2 12.5 3.8 
1... / . .-- 5.2 - - - -, 1o. D -· 

- 35.0 - 31.8 -· 20.9 -\ 23.0 - 21.8 
+ 29.1 ' c:; 0.4 -t 5.6 - 14.9 - o • ...~ -

- - 12.1 - 15.8 -r 9.7 
+ 102.6 + 97.0 + 6t3.3 -~ 1.4 

I 
(,' 

l 
) 

' -397' 8 - 330.4 ~.415.9 
_,)51. 7 - 55C,5 J 516.9 

-
- 1').4 - 70.2 - 168.9 

-1070.9 - 9)7.1 "'"1.101. 7 

3.6 2.9 3.4 
8.2 6.5 

-
0.3 1.4 
4 r.:; .• ..1 3.8 

aJ for coverage see table 3 

Q/ if not otherwise stated 

9} pro vis iona1 

V coverage like in ta,ble 2 ( s:"e also Table 3) i.e. excluding Dahomey, Congo (K) 9 and Somalia 
t/ relates to 11considered 11 countries (see Table 3) 

!/ 1961-1962 average 
Sou., ce • IMF Balance of Payments Yearbook Vol. 20 

M/0..:.2047 



Table 2: 

Country 

Northern Africa 
Libya 
Morocco 
Sudan 
Tunisia 
U.A.R. 

1-!estern Africa 
Ghana 
Ivory Coast 
Mali 
Ni:;·e:cia 
Sierra ~eone 
Togo 

Eastern Africa 
Ethiopia 
Keni1a 
Ha1awi 
Mauritius 
Tanzania 
Uganda 
Zambia 

Period 

1964-1967 
1960-1967 
1960-1967 
1960-1967 
1963-1966 

1960-1967 
1963-1966 
1964-1966 
1960-1966 
1963-1965 
1965-1967 

1961-1966 
1964-1967 
1963-1966 
1964-1967 
1960-1967 
1966-1967 
1964-1967 

Developing Africa ~gross~mestic capital formation Q/ 
and gro&:r domestic savings as percentage of gross domes-tic 
p·roduot in various periods 

Gross domestic Gross domestic 
capital formation savings 
first End Basic End 
year year 
of the of the 
period period 

28.0 25.0 
10.6 14.3 
14.1 12.7 
17.0 28.0 
21.4 18.1 

22.8 13.1 
18.7 24·4 
ll. 6 6.0 
ll. 5 15.4 
11.7 16.6 
25,8 17.8 

12.9 13.2 
13.8 20.3 
14.3 19-9 
23.3 17.1 
12.6 18.8 
10.8 15.3 
12.3 38.0 

year 
of the 
period 

24.3 
11.5 
13.5 

5·9 
14.3 

14.7 
15.7 

-18.2 
4·9 
4·6 

14.7 

11.2 
14·:5 
o.o 

16.6 
11.4 
10.6 
28.1 

year 
of the 

period 

31.4 
11.3 
9.2 

12.1 
14,5 

9·6 
19.1 

-16.3 
9·9 
5·3 

13.5 

10.0 
15.1 
1.5 
6.9 

18.1 
13.9 
37.8 

savings-gross 
dom. capital formation 
First gap ~nd 
year year 
of the of the 
period period 

- 3.7 + 6.4 
+ 0.9 - 3.0 
- 0.6 - 3·5 
-11.1 -15.9 
- 7.1 - 3.6 

- 8.1 - 3·5 
- 3.0 - 5·3 
-29.8 -22·3 
- 6.6 - 5·5 
- 7.1 -11.3 
-11.1 - 4-3 

- l. 7 - 3.2 
+ 0.7 - 5.2 
-14.3 -18.4 
- 6.7 +10.2 
- 0.8 - 0.7 
- 2.3 - 1.4 
+15.8 - 0.2 

~ for coverage see table 3 £1 at factor cost current prices 

Q/ i.e. including changes in stocks 

Sources~ H'rF t 'Balance of payments ):"-ear book, 
vo1.20;Yearbook of National &ccounts 
biiatistics 1968, U.N. New York, 1969 J 
mECA countries I information sheets £1 including provision for consumption of fixed capital 
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14. Basic trends in capital formation and apparent savings§/ can be observed 

from Table 2. In the aggregate both apparent capital formation and apparent 

saving ratio showed some slow rise during the past decade. It should be 

pointed out that this aggregate situation differs widely from sub-region to 

sub-region. North Africa shovm some symptoms of stagnation, a declining 

trend in apparent capital formation ratio, and no progress in apparent saving 

ratio in spite of the spectacular performance of Libya. East Africa is 

making fast progress increasing its apparent capital formation ratio; this is 

accompanied by moderate improvement in apparent saving ratio. Nothing precise 

can be said about West Africa , which probably has suffered a set back. The 

situation in Central Africa is not known because of lack of data for the 

Central African Customs Union (UD1AC) countries. The overall (18 countries) 

apparent saving-capital formation gap has been widening. More significant 

differences have beAn experienced by individual ccuntries - a synoptic review 

is given in Table 4. 

§/ Throughout this section apparent savings are understood (and calculated) 
as equal to Gross Domestic Capital Formation plus the surplus of the 
nation on current account with the rest of the world (see Appendix). 



Tal::le 3: Coverage by Table 2 in terms of population 
and gross domestic product (year 1966) 

-------------------------- ---~-----------------------------

Countries Coverage in per cent in terms of 

Sub-Region Considered Not considered Population Gross Dom. Product~ 
-.- ----· 

No::'·thern Africa 

1--Testern Africa 

Central Africa 

Eastern Africa 

Total considered 
as per cent of all 
countries listed 

Libya,Horocco 
Sudan, Tunisia 
U.A.R. 

Ghana, Ivory Coast? 
Hali, Nigeria 
S. leone, Togo 

;~thiopia, Kenya, 
Mala1vi? nauri t ius, 
Tanzania, Uganda 
Zambia 

~at factor cost, current prices 

-~- ·- --·· -....... ·- . 

Algeria 

Dahomey, ."ambia, 
Guinea, Liberia, 

Niger, Senegal, 
Upper Volta 

Cameroon, C. A.R. 
Chad, Congo (B), 
Congo(K), Qabon 

Burundi, Mada
gascar, Rvranda, 
Somalia, Rhodesia 

84.7 79.2 

80.5 78.9 

o.o o.o 

82.3 72.0 

68.8 72.8 

Remark; selection is in•idental following availability 
of data (U~F data have been decisive) 
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Table 4 - Relative situation of individual countries 

Apparent 
Capital 
Formation 
ratio increa~s~i~n~g._ ____ ~i~n~c~r~e~a~s~i~n~g~----~d~e~c~l~~~·n~~~·n~gQ-______ ~d~e~cl::in~i~ngg ____ __ 

Apparent 
Saving ratio increasing 

·Apparent 
Saving
Capital 
Formation 
gap 

narrowing 

gap 
Nigeria 
Tanzan. 
Uganda 

1960-66 
1960-67 
1966-67 

declining 

widening 

Tunisia 1960-67 Morocco 1960-67 
I.Coast 1963-66 Ethiop. 1961-66 
S.Leone 1963-65 
Kenya 1964-67 
Malavlib ;1963-66 
Zambia.!:!/1964-67 

Source: Table 2 

~ Saving surplus 

increasing 

Libya~l964-67 
UAR 1963-66 
Mali 1964-66 

declining 

Ghana 1960-67 
Togo 1965-67 
Mauritius 1964-67 

Sudan 1960-67 

E( The country declined from a saving surplus position into a negative 
position vis-a-vis savings. 

15. Apparently Nigeria, Tanzania and Uganda have been doing well, whereas 

the Sudan obviously has some difficulties. Libya has not given evidence of 

channelling her own resources to aid the development process. 

16. Nevertheless the aggregate approach, as it frequently happens, does 

not yield the true picture. The overall situation is highly vulnerable and 

loses its positive features when two countries are excluded~ namely, Libya 

and Zambia (representing in terms of population 2.7 per cent of the sample, 

and in terms of GDP 10.6 per cent). These two countries excluded, the 

increase in apparent capital formation ratio is close to zero (0.4 per cent 
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of' GDP f'or the period) and the afi)arent saving ratio declines (0.8 per cent 

of' GDP f'or the period). In addition, the apparent saving-capital formation 

gap widens • .2/ In other words~ the general situation is worsening rather than 

improving, especially in view of' the f'act that countries which have not been 

included in the present analysis are on the average rather more handicapped 

than those analysed.!Q/ Also, when compared with the overall situation of' 

Latin America and Asia /-Economic Commisaion f'or Asia and the Far East (ECAFE) 

coverage excluding Australia, Japan and New ZealaniJ situation in Africa is 

encumbered by many more difficulties.ll/ 

17. The trends in apparent domestic savings in reL. tion to gross domestic 

product are depicted in absolute terms in Chartl. Most countries do not 

show a stable relationship between income and saving. There are striking 

instabilities in the case of Ghana.1£/ The chart confirms the positive trends 

indicated by Nigeria and Tanzania, which show rising "irends throughout the 

period. Countries with higher income levels (Libya, Ivory Coast, Zambia) 

show a certain degree of flattening out of apparent savings. In general 

countries with low rates of' growth show an erratic path of apparent savings 

running below previously achieved ratios (Morocco, Ghana). Countries with 

highest growth rates show best apparent saving performance (Libya, Zambia, 

Ivory Coast). 

The average percentages are a crude approximation because the periods 
considered f'or individual countries differ widely. 

e.g. two relatively large countries~ namely, Algeria and Congo (D.R.) 
have not been included. Both were coping with serious difficulties 
during the period under consideration. 

During 1960-67 Latin America suffered slight decline both in apparent 
investment ratio and in apparent saving ratio but the apparent saving
investment gap did not change in relative terms (and in relative terms 
this gap is four times smaller in L&tin America than in Africa). Asia 
(as defined above) showed a gradual improvement in both apparent 
investment ratio and apparent saving ratio but the. apparent investment
saving gap has had a growing trend (in relative terms), i.e. in most 
countries there has been an increasing dependence on foreign saving 
(as is the case in Africa). 

Malawi, of' course, represents a s~ecial case which may be irrelevant 
because the recorded data may prove to be unreliable. 
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Chart l 

Domestic savings in relation to gross domestic product 

x gross domestic product (factor cost) 

y domestic savings 

A constant (first year of the period) savings ratio 

(values in US$ billions at current prices) 

Source~ see Table 2 

Remark: annual rates of growth for the period and GDP per capita 

(for 1966) are given in the right lower corner of each 

diagram • 
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18. As expected the chart does not show any correlation between GDP and 

apparent saving ratio. This confirms the general opinion that aggregate 

analysis has very limited (if any) usefulness. In fact, it should be 

admitted that the analysis presented above does not contribute much to the 

explanation of the problem. It only sheds more light on the overall 

situation. 

III. SBCTORAL SAVINGS: STRUCTURE, BEHAVIOUR AND OTPER FEATURES 

A. Static approach 

1. Generalities 

19. This part of the analysis is based on data and information on 16 East 

and Central African countries Lcongo (D.R.) and Mauritius have not been 

considere£7.11/ For convenience of overall afpraisal these countries have 

been divided into three groups following their basic feature of income 

distribution~ between the foreign enclave and the indigenous population 

and the government as follows~ 

Percent of income accruing 
Group to the foreign enclave 

I 1 ,, ,.,. 
...!....._,.Uio,) tL-.1 25 

II mere than 25 but less than 40 

III more than 40 

!1/ Information and data have been collected by the UNECA Industry Section 
in its process of working out general macro-economic framework data for 
industrial development harmonization studies. Published.and unpublished 
sources, as well as information gathered in the course of interviews 
with substantive officers in statistical, planning, taxation, labour, 
etc. authorities of the countries concerned, have been used. The 
methodology used for selection, evaluation and computation of basic data 
are subjects of a basic study on pluralism of African economies and 
societies which will be published separately. 

~ Before depreciation and taxation- i.e., gross domestic income. 
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20. Tables 5 and 6 presAnt the basJ_c data characterizing these three groups 

as well as the aggregate data for the whole sample. 

21. Similar data for West Africa and North Africa have, so far as is known, 

never been collected. The lack of data for West Africa,12/ although an 

important gap, is not expected to cause any dramatic changes in the 

conclusions of the present study; howwver, the lack of data on North African 

countries makes it necessary to omit them from this study bPcause the conclu

sions drawn for developing Africa south of the Sahara are certainly invalid 

for North Africa. This is a weakness of the present study which.cannot be 

remedied within the short :t:'eriod of time available. Nevertheless it should 

be considered that the North African countries merit a separate study. 

22. Another weakness of the present analysis is that it is restricted to 

a particular period of time. All data on which the study is based refer to 

1963 or thereabout. It should be realized that these data were collected 

in 1966 and 1967, when in only few cases were data for 1965 available. 

This exercise has never been repeated although it should be. 

23. For practial purposes and, viewed in conjunction with the methodology 

which led to the set of data used, the information should be considered 

as representing the situation in 1962-1965, or more generally 9 in the early 

1960s. Since then changes have occurred and country trends have changed 

direction, and frequently trends have taken the opposite direction. For 

example it is certain that the differences in the pattern of income distribu

tion, saving, etc. in the Ivory Coast and Tanzania are more outstanding 

today than they were in 1960 because the developments trends and factors 

prevailing in these countries have since moved on almost completely opposite 

directions. 

!2/ Some information on the Ivory Coast and Senegal has been collected but 
not in such detail as to be incorporated into the present study. 



Table 5: E~ir ~L2rtcter~3SiJ ~~- .. :J[J,tU1"' :.::; 0..:· · :-n.)lY":-_)8 

------· --------- --

Population 
Total (mln) 
Subsistence sector % 
Indigenous money sector j1, 
Non-indigenous 7& 
Annual rate of grm-rth 1o 

Gross Domestic Product (f.c.): 

Per capita US$ 
Annual rate of grovrth % 
Per ca·pi ta annual rate of ,<:;Tmvth ;S 

Gross Income Distribution: % 
ILc!igenous pp. Total 

f3ubsistence _ 
Honey sector 9:} 

F'oreign enclave g Total ~ 
1 £ij Non-Indigenous PP·_QJ 

CorpoVte Business 
General government 
Non-monetary income 

(Number of countries) 

I 

36.2 
76.40 
2.3.25 
00.35 

2.1 

54-~ 
4-2 

2.1 

78·5 
44·5 
34.0 

20.5 
14.1 

6.4 
1.0 

45·6 

(6) 

II 

28.1 
6?.7 
30.6 
1.7 
2.5 

76.7 
J.5 
l.O 

63.0 
27.4 
35.6 

35·5 
23.4 
12.1 
1.5 

28.0 

(6) 

Aggregate 
Ill or average 

1 

16.2 
62.40 
33·95 

3-t>5 
3.0 

145· 6 
3-5 
0.5 

38.3 
13.4 

24·9 
59.() 
36.4 
22.6 
2.7 

14.0 

(4) 

80.~ 
70.5 
28.0 
1.5 
2.4 

80.7 
.3.7 
1.3 

58-7 
27.5 

31.2 

39·5 
25.3 
14.2 
1.8 

28.3 

(16) 

§) Income of household and privc1te non-profit j.nstitution from all sources 
Q/ :8xclucl.ing dividends paid to indigenous shareholders and general government 
s/ Income from: public sector entreprises 9 sta""tutorjJ bodies, particip2,tion in mixed 

enterprises and property 

countries analysed: 
Group Il Burundi, Cameroon, 
Chad, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Sema.lia. 

Group lli: Central African Rep., 
Congo (B) 9 Madagascar, Malawi 
Tanzania, Uganda 

Group II· Gabon, Kenya, 
Southern Rhodesia Zambia 
\ 

,( ·'I > t·i_. 

Remark~ annual rates of growth are f'o;r 
period 1960-1966, other duta for 1963 
or thereabouts 



TabLe 6 g L"con:cj Savu1,:;· J.nc!_ Gapit·".l for.nation: Co,l1JYCc1c.:sivc: =:"' .. lj_Clc'tcr~~ 

·------··--·---------- ---~-----~--~--·~·ci~-;;.p-1'·-- ~---·-'"---·----~~~.---~- Grouu II ·---·~·-.. -·-·-~- .. -----(};;;p:rff-· --- -- --·--;-_-;-:_~:=-:-~;-----------

.Indi:;~·;.;u~---- · lJ;~-.:-·ot --rlilii~~enmls--Nen~ ot· -:fudl__;er1;-,:;_-;--i.Jm~:. Ot·-Ind1;-enous-- --·hon:--
0

_._, ... 
!- 1 t. I d.. .ler P 1 t. I d. ne_ P " t. I d. 118r P l t. I d. ~ 11e 1 ·opu a 2~. __ h .lC·n~+ ..!::..2E:-~ a 1on n lc.,'o D t ~ a .Lon n ~ '"' D t _ ow a 1on n 1g. D t ' . ""va ' -' 3. 13. ' - a a ' . a a Subs1 s c ,F!oney -· _ Po.QlJ.• _ _ _ fil.llJSl:_..~· __l:lOl~_f:o_l):tlo_ -~ __ f)ub_Sls. I·tio.rJ&Y _l'Qpll]._ _ _ __ S_u,_bs1 s_._t·'!Q_n_e '{___ Popu. 

Gross Income US~ per capita 31.8 Bo,o 2173 

Out of '.··hich i~onetary US; 
per capita 3.2 66,8 2173 

Disposable Income US~t: per 
capita 3L4 77·4 2083.9 

Out of ;.~hich lvionotary us:;;: 
per capita 2,8 64.2 .2083, 9 

Direct Taxes US~ per capita 0.40 2. 6 0 89 .. 1 
Gross Saving us; per capita 0,10 5·44 337·5 
Direct Taxes and gross savin~ 

us:;~ per capita 0.50 8.04 426.7 

Disposable Income in j~ of 
Gross Income 98.7 97·9 95o9 

Direct Taxes and Gross Savin;_: 
in % of Gross Income 1.6 10-0 19.6 

Share in direct tax collected % 18.6 36.4 . 19.3 

G. D. Capi t. For!!lat. as ~~ of GDI: 
G.D.Capit. Format. as % of 

Noney Sector Gross Income 

G. D, Capi t. Format. us.:~ per cap, : 
of Total Pupulation 
of Money Sector Population . 

ForeiGn Aid US$ per capita ~ 
Capital Outfl01·c US$ per capi t.:l 

·•· ... 
·, 

~Net outflO';i or infloi. ( +) inc1udil16 foreign aid 

lJ Inflm· 

£! Imputed 

3L1 

2.7 

30,9 

2 6 
0.13 
0.11 

0,24 

99,3 

0,8 
3-3 

12.0 

2L7 

6.6 
27-9 
3.~ 

+l. 

89.2 1052 31.3 107.0 1446 :n.5 90,1 1366 

8L6 105? 3.0 98.9 1446 3.0 80.3 1366 

8C7 1008 3L1 101.2 131L1 31.2 86.8 1272.3 

79.1 1008 2.8 93,1 131L1 2.7 n.o 1272 o3 
2 48 44.0 0,18 5•75 134o9 0.27 3.31 93·7 
7.17 141.3 •• 4.84 127,3 0.08 5·95 155·3 

9 65 185,) Oco18 10,59 262.2 0.35 9-2G 249.0 

97 0 2 95-8 99-,4 94,6 90·7 99.1 96.3 93.2 

10.8 17,6 
. 

0.6 9,9 18.1 l.l 10.3 lo.2 
29,5 29 3 0.7 13.7 34·7 4.2 20.6 31.1 

15.9 15.8 14.7 

21.8 18.2 20,2 

12,2 23.0 11.8 . 
37.6 6LO 40.1 
2.7 3·9 3-3 

-L6 -11.4 -2.2 
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24. Nevertheless in an overall view of the _;:,eriod 1960-1967 symptoms of 

deeper structural changes (with a few exceptions) of the economies of the 

African countries south of the Sahara are not evident~Income asymmetries 

persist if not increase, a new African bourgeois clas,; comes into existence 

substituting for colonial administrators, and in some cases the indigenous 

farmer class, the behavioural pattern of which does not differ much from 

its predecessors', also confirms Duesenberry's11/ observation that 

consumption and saving can be influenced not only by the absolute level of 

money income of the individual but also by the social class with which he 

identifies himself. Many of the Africans who have replaced the former 

higher-and middle-level non-African government officials and have occupied 

vosts within the foreign enclave (in the framework of Africanization) or 

become farmer-entrepreneurs have adopted the consumption pattern of their 

predecessors, who frequently (especially those at the lower end of the 

income scale) attempted to live at a higher standard than was warranted by 

their means. Transfer of wealth and income to the upper-income groups, 

which are supposed!§/ to have a higher propensity to save, oft8n leads to 

sterilization of savings. 

25. Although the weakness of operating on the basis of somewhat obsolete_ 

data should be recognized, it is believed that the qualitative results and 

l2/ See: B/CN.l4/INR/183, Some Features of Development in Africa9March, 1971. 

l1/ ~esenberry, J.,Income, Saving and Theory of Consumer Behaviour; 
Harvard University Pres~, 1950. 

l§/ As will be seen below these suppositions seem to be untrue in African 
conditions in which the propensity to consume increases within higher 
levels of income. The higher income groups do not have a higher 
propensity to save and if they save, these savings are seldom channelled 
into productive reinvestment. 
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conclusions of this study will be a fully valid generalization relevant 

for African countries south of the Sahara.l2/ 

2. DescriJtion of the sam}le - African economic pluralism 

26. Already the criteria used above to divide the sample into three groups 

of countries have emphasized one of the features of the structural pluralism 

of countries of Africa south of the Sahara. Of course, structural pluralism 

should be considered as the salient f~ature of these economies. In Northern 

Africa this feature (except in the Sudan) is less apparent and probably much 

less relevant for development studies.£2/ 

27. The notion of pluralism being different from the well-known concept 

of dualism warrants some explanation.W 

28. In the first instance 1 the economic systems of Africa may be divided 

into two s ctors - the advanced modern sector and the traditional sector, 

the latter may be suggestively denoted "subsistence sector" and the former 

"money sector". But a closer consideration of the African situation leads 

to a further conclusion that in fact we are dealing here not with a dual 

system but with a case of plural economies and societies. Its first duality 

has benn already mentioned above and its second duality arises out of the fact 

that the economy (and society) is divided into two sectorsg namely, the 

indigenous (or national) sector and the non-indigenous (non-national or non

African) sector which may be denoted, also suggestively, as '!ibreign enclave". 

The latter sector is inherently related to the money economy. Thus the 

economy should be divided into three sectors~ namely, (l) subsistence, 

(2) indigenous money economy, and (3) foreign enclave, thus presenting a 

plural economy. 

l2/ It may be that the generalization is valid for all except those countries 
which follow pragmatically a consistent anti-neo-colonial policy9 
countries in which the influence of the foreign enclave is declining in 
and structural changes are in progress. 

?:2./ In these countries the formr,rly plural structures have now been reduced 
and features of structural dualism are now evident. Admittedly, as 
far as is known, not even a preliminary study highlighting these aspects 
has been made for North Africa. 

W See also E/CN.l4/INR/183, op.cit. and the forthcoming study on pluralism 
of African economies and societies mentioned above. 
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29. There are no longer people who depend exclusively on the subsistence 

economy but a very large part of the population of African countries south 

of the Sahara depends mainly on subsistence economy. For analytical purposes 

it has been assumed that all households or individuals that generate more 

than 50 per cent of their bross income from subsistence should be regarded 

members of the subsistence sector. In fact such classification allocates 

to the subsistence sector little less than 75 per cent of the population 

of sub-Saharan countries. Some little more than 8 per cent of their income 

was monetized. 

30. The indigenous population of the money sector has a substantially 

higher per capita gross income of which some 12 per cent was subsistence 

income, i.e., derived from non-commercialized production for its own 

consumption needs. 

31. The third. sector, namely~ in this context, the foreign enclave is 

composed of non-indigenous population and foreign (non-African) corporate 

business. The sector's gross income is composed of non-indigenous personal 

income (including locally paid dividends) and corporate businesd profits 

(less dividends paid locally to j; ';_Vi'>.l.als or to th8 general government). 

32. Obviously structural pluralism creates a distortion in the investment 

pattern so that rewards for investment are heavily weighted to encourage 

uses which perpetuate the system. Under these conditions the stimulus of 

incentives, e. g._, of' hig~1er p:cices effective in a competitive economy? do 

not necessarily lead to higher production. Underemployment, the virtually 

monopolistic position of the foreign enclave in respect o:i trade, banking, 

manufacture and sometimes large-scale farming and the ubiquitous links of 

the foreign enclave create opportunities of earning profits in trade and 

speculation usury which far exceed what can be earned in production, with 

its attendant risks, toil and long periods of waiting. Some "better-off" 
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members of the indigenous sector form a part of these links serving the 

foreign enclave and reaping frequently exceedingly large profits from these 

opportunities. The articulation of the money sector of the economy through 

these links to both the money and subsistence sectors of the rural sector 

wi.th its heavy load of underemployment, offers an opportunity of earning 

high-monopoly profits without active participation in production or its 

expansion. The monopolistic domination by the tertiary sector over the 

rural economy is apparent in the cities, where the big commercial-cum

industrial foreign companies of today have major capital. These monopolistic 

conditions create the temptation to employ savings to enhance monopoly gains 

through trade and speculation, inventory manupulation, and hoarding, by 

means of investment in real estate, consumer durable or other durable as~ets 

including stock-piling of ~urrency notes. Investment for production has 

to compete with these alternative uses of saving; unless returns are as safe 

and as high as returns accruing from the alternative uses of savings, its 

chances of attracting savings are dim indeed. And, of course, there are 

very few such attractive investment opportunities within the sphere of 

production in Africa, especially considering the size of national African 

markets. 

3. The subsistence cieotor 

33. Closer analysis of the relationships and interaction among the three 

basic sectors does not show any measurable direct relationship or inter

action between the foreign enclave and subsistence sector. If it exists 

it occurs through the intermediary of the indi~enous money seotor which 

shows relationships and interaction with both other sectors. Nevertheless, 

the feed-back effect of the money economy on the subsistence sector is 

relatively very weak.~ The true impact of the money sector on the 

This reflects partially the basic as .umption that the income of households 
within the subsistence sector is derived in more than 50 per cent of the 
total from non-commercialized production. Such an assumption implies 
that any one household (or individual) who begins to obtain more than 
50 per cent of his income in cash ceases to be a member of the subsistence 
sector and "migrates" to the money sector. Thus little change in terms 
of per capita income occurs within the subsistence sector, which can be 
regarded as economically idle, except for being a source of labour for 
the money sector. 

, 
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subsistence sector is rela~ed to the demand for labour by the former which 

causes the transformation,of the members of the subsistence sector from the 

traditional pattern of life to a modern way of living within che money 

economy~ a kind of economic "migrat:i.on". 

34. Thus, to a large extent, the subsistence sector for practical purposes 

may be considered a self-contained secto~ and in respect of the present 

analysis is considered separately from the money sector of the economy. 

35. Characteristic features of the subsistence economy are given in Tables 5 
and 6 for each~oup of countries.~ If their non-monetized income is not 

considered, this sector's share in money income amounts on an average to 

8. 2 per cent in group I, 3. 3 per cent in group II, and l. 5 per cent in 

group III. Its "contribution" to gross domestic savings is respectively 

1.3 per cent a~d 0.5 per cent (not quantifiable for group III). Considering 

savings and direct taxes (which can be considered for this population to 

represent sacrifices equal to if not more burdensome than saving) together, 

the shaie of the subsistence sector in the group I countries amounts to 9 per 

cent, in group II to 0.9 per cent, and in group III to 0.2 per cent. In 

conclusion it may be said that the amounts considered are really meaningless 

and are much "3maller than any reasoLable order of magnitude of error which 

burdens the whole analytical exercise. Neither can the potential savings 

of this sector have any significance for the economy on the whole. Therefore, 

the proposition of excluding the subsistence sector from the present analysis 

gj/ For many reasons this is a simplicication which can be permitted only 
in an analysis concerned with a short period of time. 

~ It should be pointed out that data on direct taxes paid by the subsistence 
sector should be considered as a first approximation. Data on saving are 
highly hypothetical being derived as residual and checked only approximately 
~g~inst estimations of the cash part of the fixed capital formation 
with no pos>:Jibility being available to distinguish betWeen new investment 
and replacement (depreciation), Of course, this population hoards some 
money, and although it is very difficult to estimate the amount, the 
volume may be fairly substantial in view of the size of the subsistence 
population. 
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should be considered as not les~ening its validity.S2/ The core of the 

problem remains in the money sector of the economy. 

4. The money economy in general 

36. Aggregate (by groups and for the whole sample) data on the money sector 

are presented in Table 7, which provides various kinds of information in 

absolute as well as in relative terms. For the purpose of quick reference 

and comparison, main data have been recapitulated under heading K -
11 Comparative data (in %)" in Table 7. It should be pointed out that this Table 

relates only to the money sector of the economy. 

37. Data presented are disaggregated and appear under five headings (columns); 

however,under each of the headings highly aggregate data is presented.g§/ This 

makes discussion of personal saving and consumption difficult because of the 

heterogenous nature of the groups whose activities are represented under 

one heading. They include families whos~ primary source of income is wages, 

salaries, interest or dividends; families whose primary source of in4ome is 

an unincorporated business; farm families; and even non-profit institutions. 

Nevertheless, as more detailed information is not available we have to proce8d 

with analysis bearing in mind its limitations which arise from the described 

internal heterogeneities. 

38. Before proceeding with the analysis it is necessary to consider again 

the general characteristics of the three groups of countries into which the 

sample was divided- i.e., data collected in Table 5 and 6. 

S2/ Nevertheless, the taxes collected from the subsistence sector in 
countries belonging to group I seem to be an important contribution 
to treasury revenue (almost 19 per cent of all direct taxes collected 
compared with 8.2 per cent share in money income - this seems to be 
an appreciable effort) although direct taxes represent a minor part 
of all fiscal revenue in these countries. 

g§/ Efforts to collect information enabling further disaggregation of 
personal income, e.g. into few income level brackets or by types of 
activities have failed. Only fragmentary information is available 
in this respect. 

.. 



Table 7 g 

H. 
Sectoral Con
tribution to 
Net Saving in % 

I. 

Gross Domestic 
Saving 18.3 

Transft~ 
Abroad-

Net Domestic 
Saving 17.4 

Net Saving 17.4 

Saving Structure 
by Sectol~ in % 

uross 1Jomest1c 

Group I 

17.4 44.8 -1.9 

13.1 16.1 

28.7 -1.9 

28.7 -1.9 

Saving 105.2 403.7 156.1 100.0 

TransftJ7 
Abroad.£/ 5.2 303.7 56.1 
Net Domestic 
Saving 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Net Saving 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

J. 
Structure of 
Saving and 
Transfer in% 

Gross Domestic 
Saving 23.4 
Transf]Y 
Abroad 3.1 

Net Domestic 
Saving 36.0 

Net Saving 17.4 

K. 
Comparative 
Data (in%) 

Share in 
Population 98.5 

Share in 
Gross Inc. 61.4 

Share in 
Direct Taxes44.7 

Share in Gross 
Dom. Saving 23.4 
Share -!,!} Tran. 
Abro~ 3.1 
Share in Net 
Dom. Saving 36.0 
Share in 
GDCF 18.0 
Share in Net 

5,.0 -3.9 

28.7 -1.9 

1.5 

25·4 11.5 1.7 

23.7 31.6 

22.1 56.9 -2.4 

43-4 53·5 

8.9 59.0 -3·9 

8.0 27.1 46.9 

Fix. C. foJm·9·6 4.4 
!u See table 7 a 

24.4 6L6 
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Gross Eomestic Income, Dlsposable Income, Saving and Capital Formation (cont'd.) 

H 
0 Cfl 

Q) 

en M 
..-l Cll 
Cll H 

+> Q) 
0 :> 

E-<<ll 

30.1 

48o5 16.6 

51·5 100.0 16.6 

13.4 38.2 

13.4 38.2 

Group II 

2Ll 100.0 

Group III 

6.6 18.7 103-4 16.9 

5.6 

5.6 

>:: 
f.:.() 

·.-1 
Q) 

H 
0 

r:c. 

78.6 104.2 141o5 170.8 100.0 112.2 108.1 331.1 186.2 100.0 

48.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

100.0 2.1 16.8 81.1 

100.0 21.0 17.0 48.5 

51.5 100.0 16.6 13.4 38.2 

100.0 94·7 5·3 

100.0 49·0 32.3 16.6 

100.0 30.6 30.3 39·1 

100.0 15·4 16.9 58.2 

100.0 2.1 16.8 81.1 

100.0 21.0 17.0 48.5 

100.0 16.8 13.7 32.9 

100.0 10.4 6.2 3Ll 

Sol 231.1 86.2 

100.0 78.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

2.1 

9·5 

52.3 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

21.1 10C.O 

4-5 12-9 71.0 11.6 

0.8 21.3 77·9 

6.1 

20.1 

16.9 

100.0 90.3 9·7 

100.0 28.8 41.9 26.2 ).1 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

4·5 112.9 71.0 11.6 

0.8 21.3 11·9 

7.2 6.7 66.0 20.1 

3·9 6.8 59·2 30.1 

56.6 
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39. It has b'3en mentione.::. abo~·a ~i:1at the crite.r..~.oL used for the assignment 

of individual countries to any particul~r group was the share of the foreign 

enclave in gJ.:oss domed tic income. 27 / 'J:ne thus measured relative size of the 

foreign enclave has a predo21inant impact on the performance of the economy 

as a whole, e.g., when measured by :2._er capita GDP. Thus countries belonging 

to group III have an almost three times higher per capita GDP than countries 

belonging to group I (on the av(.;rage). Nevertheles::> 7 this impact is much less 

felt by the indigenous population., There is no visible impact on the 

subsistence population income and little impact on the indigenous money sector 

population. Actually the per capita income of the indigenous population in 

countries belonging to group III is only 34 per cent higher than in group I 

(on the average) although the .J2er capita:_ GDP is 167 per cent higher.g§/ 

46. Not only in respect of GDP J2er c~'Pit.§!. but a]so in terms of indigenous 

population gross income 12_er capi t~. (both overall and money sector population) 

the poorest countries are ~hose belonging to group I and ~he richest are those 

of group III, confirming the demographic ?:2} theories; hypothesis that the 

be.tter off (in per capita terms) the populat:i.on is; the higher is its growth 

rate. But s.imul taneously a more striking and disquieting feature appears. 

The "better off" the country (group o.P countries), the poorer is its 

See Appendix, by definitton equaJ. to gross doi'Pestic product at factor cost. 

There is a very high correlation between the relative size of the foreign 
enclave (measured in terms of i~s share in grosR domestic income) and (a) 
GDP per capita, and (b) average gross income .E_El_r capita_ of the whole 
indigenous3~opulation. The first is represented by an exponential function 
y1 = 27.5e (where y1 - GDP per cc.pita in US$ and x- share of the foreign 
enclave in gro~s domestic income (GDP = 1.0). The Gecond - y 2 = 27.5 + · 
O.Ol.x + O.OOB.x (where y2 - ,Per cavita income of indigenous population in 
US$ and .x - expressed in per cent). The respecti 'Te correlation coefficients 
are r 1 = 0.910 and r? = 0.985. Both are valid for the foreign enclaves' 
share in gross domestic income as between 10 and 80 per cent. 

E.g., H. Leibenstein 1 s or D, Jorgenson's< 
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development performance expressed in terms of wowth and GDP rate, which of 

cou~se is only magnified when calculated on a per capita basis. This points 

up that there is a problem in the appare~ "better off" countries which 

have relatively larger foreign enclaves. 10 This is also confirmed by the 

lower gross domestic capital formation r~tio (related to money sector GDP) 

in countries belonging to group III (which is 9 of course 9 below the sample's 

average) in spite of the highest per capita foreign aid flow to these countries. 

As expected these countries (group III) show the highest per capita outflow 

of capital. .l!} 

41. More detailed insight into the situation may be derived from Table 7. 
Basic data on income and it~ disposal as well as on the structure of capital 

formation are given under headings A and B in absolute terms (i.e. US$ mln~W 
5. Direct taxation impact 

42. Heading B of Table 7 supplies information on income~ disposable income~ 

transfers abroad, gross and net domestic savings, and net savings (i.e. 9 

domestic and foreign) in relative terms. Disposable income (gross domestic 

income less direct taxes, including royalties) is related to gross domestic 

income and all others are related to disposable income. 

43. Although di.rect taxes alone ao mrii properly reflect the tax effort of 

the economies in Africa where ind:i_rect taxation represents a much more 

important source of revenue, they represent a powerful policy instrument 

We will not here follow this line of analysis 9 which has been presented 
in document E/CN.l4/INR/183, op.cit. 

There is an apparent inconsistency in per capita income of the non
indigenous population of the group II countries< It is only apparent 
and is easily explained by the ethnic structure of this population 
which is largely composed of Asians many of whom have very modest 
standards of living. 

Official exchange rates Las used by the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF27 have been used to convert local currencies into US$. 
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closely related to the savings problem and therefore merit more detailed 

consideration. From Table 8, which in respect of African countries is a 

derivative of Table 7, some insight into the situation may be gained. 

44 Th . t f d' t + . . t 331 . . t d' ff t f • e maJOr par o ~rec Jaxes lS lncome a~ ~n ~ s ~ eren orms 

of application.~ Both corporate and personal net income are taxed in African 

countries. Each of them should be considered separately. 

45. The strikingly high share of direct taxes paid by corporate business 

in the total amount of collected direct taxes duly reflects the presence and 

the size of the foreign enclave. Although it seems that the average level of 

these taxes is comparable to the levels prevailing in developed countries, 

the conditions prevailing in Africa in this respect should be considered as 

creating a tax paradise. There are two reasons for this: namely~ (l) the rate 

of corporate profits in Africa if honestly accounted and declared is much 

higher than in developed countries 1 and (2) there is a widespread evasion of 

tax and foreign exchange control through extensive practice of over and under 

invoicing of import and export transactions, respectively.l2f There is no 

data which will permit evaluation of the size of losses sustained by African 

countries as a result of these practices. Taxes, and especially income tax, 

as well as foreign exchange controls are less than adequately administered 

in Africa and possibilities for collusion, bribery and wholesale tax and 

foreign control evasion are easily found under such conditions. 

JJ/ Income tax in African countries is applied in different ways. 
Frequently, forms are used which eliminate the necessity of estimating 
individual income tax returns and/or substitute estimation of wealth 
(e.g., number of cattle) for income estimation. Personal tax should 
also be regarded as a substitute for income tax • 

This analysis includes also royalties, which have been included in 
direct taxes when collecting and computing total data. 

A large number of foreign companies operating in Africa show low or 
ron-profit (and losses) annual reports for several consecutive years. 
Nevertheless,none of them is considering the winding up of its operations. 
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46. The personal income tax problem should be considered as even more 

difficult. In advanced countries the personal income tax is a powerful 

weapon for redistribution of income and for reducing economic inequalities. 

In lese developed countries the redistribution of income and wealth has a 

constructive role to play in conditioning people to make the changes necessary 

for economic growth. Of course, there are opponents of this point of view 

who claim that this redistribution is likely to strike at s0me of the most 

important sources of capital formation and inhibit the exercise of special 

skills and initiative which are rare in all societies and particularly in 

under-developed ones. Such argument would be true if it could be proven 

that the Africans and the non-indigenous population living in Africa and 

belonging to the upper income brackets show thriftiness. However, this, 

from the national economy point of view, is not the case. The majority of 

the "better off11 of the indigenous population show a propensity to consume 

increasing with their income.l£/ If some few individuals among them are 

thrifty and have propensity to save, this saving is usually directed to 

speculative activities, least desirable from the point of view of economic 

and social development. Usually this saving takes the form of investment 

in real estate, consumer durable or other durable assets including hoarding 

and even stock-piling of currency notes. The well-to-do indigenous strata 

an emerging new African bourgeoisie, is mainly composed of administrative 

employees and in some cases of rlch farmers who very seldom represent 

entreprenurial driving forces. Seldom does a successful farmer, e.g., a 

coffee farmer in the Ivory Coast, show much interest in expanding his 

activities.$ Most show a propensity for conspicuous consumption. Such 

behaviour does not promote or contribute to development and should be limited 

~ This is confirmed by the analysis of available data below. 

j]j It must be realized that he cannot expand coffee output because of 
demand limitation; however, he usually does not show interest in any 
other kind of investment (see: Semir Amin, Le developpement du 
capitalisme en Cote d'Ivoire, Edition de minuit, Paris, 1967). 
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by means of addquate -w-eal ~".n and incor .. e r cdis t.2i but ion meas-ures. These 

measures should be flexible enough not to exclude incentives for private 

saving which are intended for investment compatible with development. 

E.esides the tax policy should be designed to hold reasonably in check the 

inflationary pressures that a marked acceleration in investment tends to· 

generate, especially in developing countries. John DueJ§/says that the 

function of the tax system in a developing economy should be (l) to curtail 

consumption, (2) to reallocate resources from lesG to more beneficial 

investments, (3) to provide a flow of funds to government, and (4) to provide 

incentives to alter behaviour so as to facilitate growth. 

47. Where people do not show thriftiness tax policy measures should correct 

this deficiency in the common interest of the society and its economy. 

48. The case of the non-indigenous population does not differ much from 

the case of the indigenous ''better off" population. In general the members 

do not displa;, ;;.ny h::-she:i: ::_):.C(Jpensl. ty to save and if they save it is for the 

purpose of transferring their savings for investment abroad, outside Africa. 

Deducting from their gross savings the maintenance (depreciation) and 

replacement expe~diture (provision for capital consumption) they transfer 

abroad 96 per cent of their net sa~ings (on the average for the whole sample) 

thus contributing out of r.heJ.r own saving little 1;0 the domestic net fixed 

capital formation. The situation has other salient features. These people, 

or at least those who are antrepreneurs in their own right, show dynamic 

behaviour and their accumulation (i.e., n~t fixed capital formation) is 

relatively large, only this accumulation is financed not from their own 

savings (already transferred ·abroad) "'.Jut from locall;y- acquired resources, 

usually commercial bank credit. In the case of groups I and III, this 

segment of the population has transferred even more than it has saved 

:&/ Due, J~, Taxation and Economic Development in Tropical Africa, 
Massachus"etts Institute of Technology Press, Cambridge, ~ass., 1963, 
p. 146. 
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(group I, US$ mln. 0.8 and Group III 1 US.;;, rnln. 7.0; only group II has retained 

US$ mln. 12.1 of its savings in Africa; its ~fixed capital formation amounted 

in group I to US~ mln. 6.7, in group III to US$ mln. 7.0, and in group II to 

US$ mln. 16.8, thus local credits were used in total amount of US$ mln. 19.7 

i.e., 83 per cent of their accumulation.l2/ 

49. These data show that the foreign exchange control liberalism and income 

tax paradise created by the African governments for the non-indigenous popula-

tion goes much too far and is incompatible with the development aims and 

efforts of these countries. Admittedly the skills of the non-indigenous 

population are necessary to make up for the shortage of skills in the indigenous 

population and it is necessary to offer some incentives to these immigrants to 

attract them. However, the privileges as given at present are exces~ive and 

reflect the persisting heritage of the colonial type of relationship between 

the non-indigenous and indigenous populations. Considering the situation 

described above and the average per cauita gross income of this sector of the 

population (see footnotes to ·Table 8) which is higher than in advanced countries, 

the level of direct taxes which it pays is far too low (4 to 6 times lower than 

in developed countries with similar levels of income). This indicates the 

need for much more steeply graduated income tax rates than presently in use 

in African countries. In addition, an efficient barrier must be constructed 

to the extraordinarily large outflow abroad of almost total savings of this 

segment of the population. 

50. The analysis of the situation of the indigenous p~pulation in respect 

of direct-income taxation leads to similar conclusions, although for slightly 

different reasons from those related to the non-indigenous population. 

Although this segment of the population is not responsible for transfer abroad 

of large amounts of foreign exchange, in relative terms these transfers sho~ld 

)2/ The amount of local resources borrowed by non-indigenous population for the 
purpose of capital formation was in group I, US$ mln. 7.5; in group II, 
US$ mln. 4.-7; and in group III, US$ mln 14.0; in total US$ mln. 38.4; 
respectively their transfers abroad of savings amounted to US$ mln. 32.5 
(I), US$ mln. 19.9, (II) and US$ mln. 52.7 (III)- in total US$ mln. 105.1. 
In addition, there was a considerable decline in the value of stocks held 
by this sector. 
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be regarded as significant (arol~nd 12 pPr cent of their net savings). The 

average is fairly similar for all of the groups but there are differences 

within individual countries (actual transfers very from 0 to 28 per cent 

of net savings) reflecting locally adopted policies which are in need of 

revision. 

51. The average level of direct taxation, which is low (2.8 + 5.5 per cent), 

provides little clarification if it is not disaggregated into several income 

level brackets. The striking disparities in income levels within the 

indigenous societies in Africa are well known. Nevertheless, the income 

rates are only mildly rather than steeply graduated. At the same time, as 

was mentioned above, the indigenous population in upper brackets of income 

shows a propensity to consume growing with increase of income. Clearly~ 

changes in income tax policy are required to limit this propensity to 

reasonable levels and trends. 

52. It should be understood that to effect solutions, more is required than 

changing the rates and complex laws governing income tax. High standards 

of administration are required to achieve minimally satisfactory results. 

The drawback is that in Africa the personal income tax may be reasonably 

effective in reaching wage and salary income whereconcealment is difficult, 

but may be far less eff~ctive in reaching business income whereccncealment 

is much easier, especially since many business transactions are carried 

out on cash basis. Property income may also be difficult to reach where 

bearer shares are common or where tax evasion is sanctioned by tradition 

(usually a heritage from the colonial past). The net result may be that_ a 

personal income tax bears more heavily on income from work than on income 

from ownership or other activities. For the time being this problem is 

relevant in only few African countries, but it should not be overlooked 

in others for reasons of principle and in terms of future development. 

53. It should be pointed out that the history of personal income taxes 

in advanced countries reveals that these taxes nearly always began as class 

taxes on the higher-income groups and were only much later generalized by 
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reduced per~onal exemptions to strike the mass of income recipients.12/ The 

public must have confidence in the integrity and objectivity of the revenue 

service. Lacking all these es~ential conditions, a personal income tax will 

be inequitable 7 poorly administered 9 and generally unsuccessful. 

54. Concluding the discus~ion on (direct) taxes it must be pointed out that 

in general in Africa these taxes are not up to date with the needs of 

development. There is a potential for governments to mobilize greater 

amounts of resources for development through taxation than they do at present 

and without endangering the level of ~rivate savings. The peculiarities of 

the plural structure of African economies have so far through ill adapted tax 

systerns(and inefficient exchange control) not been in their favour and 9 

moreover, have worked to their detriment. This situation should be reversed. 

55. Another conclusion is that in Africa disposable income does not differ 

much from gros0 income because of the mild impact of direct taxes. But the 

problems of mobilization of domestic resources do not end here. 

6. The features of capital formation in Africa 

56. It is necessary 9 before continuing our analysis, to look more closely 

at the features of capital formation in African countries.~ 
57. At the beginning, it should be pointed out that in African countries 

the resources available for capital formation are not being fully used.~ 
Strikingly enough the richer the country (in terms of per capita income in 

the money sector) the less fully are these resources used. An average of 

94.3 per cent of these resources are used; but the group III countries use 

only 92.1 per cent, whereas in the group I countries 95.6 per cent are used. 

Whether the differences consist of idle balance or result from new money, 

~ Due 9 J., op.cit. 

~ It should be reiterated that this analysis refers to only the money 
sector of the economy. 

~ Compare figures on Net Saving and Gross Domestic Capital Formation in 
Table 7 under headings A and C. 
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or up to what extent these twophenomena contribute to the gap is difficult 

to ascertain because of lack of necessary data. In any case the gap is tun 

large to explain it by statistical discrepancips although one should not 

exclude these as a contributing factor, keeping in mind the reliability of 

data used. This problem will be analyzed more closely later in this study. 

58. Another outstanding feature is the declinig ratio of capital formation 

to gross income, i.e., the negative correlation between capital formation 

and income. This negative correlation is even more outstanding in respect 

of net fixed capital formation, i.e., the real accumulation. The respective 

figures are compiled in Table 9. 

59. These data show clearly the strong negative impact of the "oversized" 

foreign enclave on the development of African economies. The larger the 

foreign enclave the lower is the rate of growth~ and the lower is the net 

capital formation ratio. Dynamism is evidenced only the the group I countries, 

to a large extent because of foreign aid which apparently contributes almost 

85 per cent to net fixed capital formation.~ It is not only the impact of the 

aid but also of more forward looking government policies that are producing 

these favourable results. 

60. As was mentioned above the contribution of aid to net fixed capital 

formation amounts in group I to 85 per cent. This is understandable sine€ the 

poorest countries belong only to group I. But in group III the contribution 

of aid amounts to 41 per cent, or in per capita terms to US~10.50 per capita 

of money sector population (or US$3.90 per capita of total population, the 

highest per capita contribution among the three considered groups)12fand in spitf 

of that this richest group has the lowest net fixed capital formation ratio. 

~ This is perhaps not always true, namely, the case of the so called 
"resources surplus countries". 

~ This is not in fact correct because actually foreign aid is not allocated 
only to net fixed capital formation; however, but it may be accepted as a 
simplification for the purpose of providing a meaningful picture. 

~ The per capita foreign aid (net) amounts to (first figure US$ per capita 
of money sector population, second figure US$ per capita of the total 
population, i.e., including subsistence): 15.0/3.5 in group I; 8.3/2.7 
in group II, and 10.5/3.9 in group III. 
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Total 

African saup1eg 

Group I 21.7 
Group II 21.8 
GrouiJ III 18.2 

Developed countries 

U.K. 19.1 
France 24.8 
'irL Germany 25.8 
Itccly 28.2 

Gross 
Fixed 
capit. 
formation 

1\lpre
biatiob 

20.9 (.0 
19.9 9·6 
1(.0 9·5 

8.( 9·6 
9·6 12.7 

10.0 15.2 
9·7 1(.2 

Advanced developing countries 

Japan 
Israel 

43.8 
38.1 

14.5 
12.3 

25.4 
23.6 

Net F.C.F. 

13.9 
10.3 
7·5 

0.8 
2.5 
0.6 
1.3 

3.9 
1.7 

capital formation 

De pre_ Net 
ciation Not 

33 
48 
so 

52 
43 
40 
36 

jS 

35 

67 
52 
44 

48 
57 
6o 
64 

64 
65 

P.C.F 

fixed capi.L~tu;foem. 
a£> ;i of G:DP 

<>Yl'l' ±'ore ign 
resources aid 

2.2 
4.8 
4·4 

11.7 
4.8 
3.1 

Sources g Yearbook_ of Nat iona1 ace ounts statistics 1968 9 mT New York, 1969 and tables 5, 6 and 7 

§}at factor cost (for A:frlcan samiJ1e, money economy) 

u:3 '> 
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1(2 
335 

1397 
1486 
l!!-20 

841 

631 
960 

j.4 9./ 
4· 0 9./gj 
3 

. c 
0 0 

2.8 
4·3 
4o6 
s.o 

9·8 
l7 .8 

Q/ assuming that foreign aiel is fully and exclusively used for accmulation (a 12.':' going simplifico.tion, -,rhich is not f"L~l1y correct) 

J money economy only 
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The indexes characterizing the development performance of the countries 

belonging to the third group, from the point of view of their resources 

allocation for accumulation, show features of a stagnant economy spending 

(a) relatively more on consumption than the others, (b) surviving on past 

capital formation allocating more resources for its maintenace than for new 

accumulation. 

61. All this is well reflected in the rates of growth (of the money sector 

economy) reproduced in Table 9. 

62. The per capita (in absolute terms) contribution of the indigenous 

population to net fixed capital formation is on a similar level in all groups: 

group I, US$1.8; group II, US$2.0; group III, US$1.4. 

63. If compared in relative terms (group I = 100) the situation will appear 

as follows: 

Per capita Group I 

Net fixed capital formation 100 

Gross income 100 

Group II 

111 

111 

Group III 

78 

134 

64. In other words the performance of Africans in poorer countries is 

relatively better than in richer countries. Of course, the situation in 

group III certainly reflects the monopoly of the foreign enclave in the 

market and the difficulties which the Africans encounter under such conditions 

in developing their entrepreneurial capacities and in finding out what 

investment opportunities are open to them. 

65. Similar indexes calculated for the foreign enclave are much warse: 

A. Non-indigenous population (per Capita terms) 

Per capita 

Net fixed capital formation 

Gross income 

Group I 

100 

100 

Group II 

39 
48 

Group III 

23 

67 



B. Foreign corporate business (absolute 

Group I 

Net fixed capital formation 100 

Gross income 100 

Foreign enclaves' size in 

terms of share in gross 

money income (%) 35 

terws) 

Group II 

134 

205 

47 
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Group III 

232 

728 

66 

66. These indexes speak for themselves. The larger and stronger the foreign 

enclave the less it ap~ears to be concerned with the economic development of 

the host country and the larger (relatively) is the part of its gross income 

transferred ~broad. This can be illustrated by the following figures 

depicting the disposition of the foreign enclaves' gross income (in per cent): 

Perso.nal Income Cor.12orate Income 

Group I Group II Group III Group I Group II Group III 

gross income 109.2 112.7 114.7 142.6 132.3 170.6 

less depreciation 4.7 8.0 4.0 25.5 18.4 33.2 

less direct taxes 4-5 4-7 10.7 17.1 13.9 37.4 

net income 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

consumption 87.7 92.9 93.9 
transfers abroad 12.8 4.4 7.0 45.1 49.1 61.7 

capital formation~ 2.8 2.4 -0.6 47.1 38.8 .37.1 

balanc~.£1 -3.3 0.3 -0.3 7.8 12.1 1.2 

?} i.e., net fixed capital formation and changes. in stocks. 

B/ Idle bal~nces, local borrowing, etc., including statistical discrepancies. 

67. It seems that the problem of transfers abroad-is related more closely to 

the effectiveness of foreign exchange controls than to income tax policy. The 
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tax incidence being mildest in group II, the transfers out of personal savings 

are also the lowest. Corporate busines._, transfers are much more dependent on 

agreements and/or concessions granted to foreign companies. Nevertheless in 

this case, again group II shows a substantial unutilized balance which may be 

presumed to result from exchange control restrictions. 

68. Some special attention should be directed toward government investment. 

for two reasons, namely, (l) the importance of government investment and 

(2) irregularities in the structure of government contribution to gross 

domestic capital formation. 

69. Here again the larger the foreign enclave~the less important is the 

government's share in capital formation. 

70. So far, net fixed capital formation of the governments has seldom been 

directed to investment in production per se, having been almost exclusively 

used for provision of infrastructure, i.e., fixed capital commonly used by 

the community and business, whether national or foreign. 

71. If for simplicity it ~s assumed that the utilization of this capital is 

proportional to gross incomeii/ of each of the considered sectors, it will 

be seen that at present the government tends to support with its investment 

the development of the foreign enclave rather than the development of the 

national sector and ·that the larger is the size of the foreign enclave the 

more it benefits from public investment. 

7.2. Such pattern can be changed only by the growth of the national sector 

which should be much faster than the growth of the foreign enclave. The 

Its relative size being measured, as usual, by ~.ts share in gross income. 

This is a very crude simplification because the benefits accruing to 
large business (i.e., in the case of Africa, foreign corporate business) 
and to the population in the upper income bracket (i.e., again first of 
all the non-indigenous population) are relatively much larger than the 
benefits accruing to the relatively poor majority of the indigenous 
population. 
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private indigenous sector is weak in every respect. Its poverty stricken 

population (with the exception of the small group of upper income bracket 

"eli te 11 ) cannot generate much savings. ·Therefore, no spectacular change 

can be generated by this sector by itself. There are other important 

factors which are at work greatly limiting the capacity of this sector for 

change - lack of skill and monopolistic control of the market by the foreign 

enclave should be regarded as major obstacles which cannot be easily 

removed. Only an effective government intervention through public productive 

investment either on its own or through private indigenous investors can 

generate changes. But the African governments are held back in this action. 

On one hand their own savings available for investment, if any, represent 

but a small part of the present investment, which should largely be regarded 

(there are exceptions)as indispensable for preventing virtual stagnation of 

the economy (per capita rates of growth of the national sActor of the 

economy are dangerously close to zero). On the other hand government 

investment is heavily dependent on foreign aid, which, up to now, being 

politically biased, has not been directed for use in productive investment; 

thus the past colonial and present neo-colonial structures constructed tv 

secure position and benefits for the foreign enclaves have been perpetuated. 

73. Nevertheless, though to an insufficient extent, the government remains 

the most important investor; on the average (L e., for the whole sample) 

49.3 per cent of net fixed capital formation is contributed by the government 

(followed by the foreign enclave with 42.4 per cent). The predominance of 

the government is even more greatly accentuated in countries of groups I and 

II in which the government contributes respectively 61.6 and 52.3 per cent 

to net fixed capital formation. There is the ominous exception in countries 

belonging to group III where the. govArnment contributes only 34 per cent to 

net fixed capital formation whereas the foreign enclave contributes 61.2 per 
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. . . h t t• f •t d . .4§/ cent to accumulatlon thus assur1ng t e perpe ua 10n o 1 s pre om1nance. 

74. Nevertheless, there is one more very disturbing structural feature of 

capital formation by the government. This is the relatively low expenditure 

on maintenance of existing capital stock 9 which suggests that a decapitaliza

tion process is under way. This is certainly true~ but perhaps not to the 

extent suggested by statistically recorded figures, which are distorted by 

poor accounting practices. Doubtless 9 a good deal of maintenance was carried 

on but the expenditure was accounted to recurrent expenditure, thus escaping 

being correctly recorded on the capital account. 

75. A situation in which there are running parallel new investment (i.e., 

net fixed capital formation) and decapitalization gives rise to distortion 

of the whole a~prais~l of the economic situation and performance, because in 

this caoe the net fixed capital formation is not equal to capital stock 

increment, thus causing in macro-economic terms a lower than expected yield 

of apparent net fixed capital formation. 

76. There is one more problem which should be mentioned when discussing the 

question of provision for capital consumption. It is well kno~that there is 

an important difference between the depreciation fund accumulation schedule 

and actual maintenance-cum-replacement (of capital) schedule. This difference 

is particularly apparent in cases of new basic industrial establishments. 

The depreciation fund is accumulated from the very first day of the 

.4§/ Meanwhile 9 Zambia, which belonged formerly to this neo-colonial elite, 
has broken out of this group, taking over majority interest in the 
copper industry thus modifying the share of the foreign enclave in 
gross income. 

12/ Several cases of unchecked distruction of capital asciets caused by 
lack of maintenance are well know, A. 2 .• , the Mali-Senegal railway for 
the rehabilitation of which large IBRD loans have been necessary. This 
is a typical case of lack of maintenance a·nd non-accumulation of funds 
for this purpose over due course of time. 
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Operational eXiGtGn:.:e 01.' vhe eStd-UliS:f.1lilent Hhich in its ec..rly days requires 

practically no maintenance expenditure which can be charged on capital 

account. 

11. In a mature developed economy where growth is continuous and gradual 

and occurs against the background of a large volume of assets of different 

ages, the actual volume of "idle" depreciation money is relatively irrelevant 

as a source of financing for other purposes since it is continuously 

proportional to the total volume of activities. In a developing economy 

characterized by high rates of growth, in spite of inherently involved time 

lags in capacity utilization of capital assets which quickly double and 

triple and are of relatively low aveJ.age age (compared with those in mature 

economies) i.e., implicitly in little need of maintenance and replacement, 

this ''idle" depreciation fund grows _rapidly in the early period of development, 

thus representing an important source of financing for new investmen~. The 

depreciation funct. can 1le regarded as a revolving fund, which will diminish 

over time. Rough calculations show that this pPriod of time is comparable 

to the period of time necessary to achieve conditions of self-sustained 

growth. The problem is only put here on the record for further considera

tion.22./ 

7. Personal savin~f the indigenous population 

78. The anRlysiP of capital formation structure and pattern, especially 

when supplemented by some information on its sources of financing makes it 

possible to gain some insight into thP volume and allocation of domestic 

resources and the complementary role played by foreign aid.21/ Nevertheless, 

2Q/ So far, as it is known neither theoretical nor empirical analysis of 
this problem, at least in the context of African development, has ever 
been made. Clarification of the problem should be considere.dc.urgent
from the point of view of development planning methodology as Fell as 
from the monetary point of view. 

21/ A proper study of the role and impact of foreign aid on African 
development is still not available. Recent studies, e.g_., the Pearson 
report (fartners in Development, Report of the Commission on International 
~lopment, with B. Pearson, Chairman, New York, Praeger Publishers, 
1969J:"" provided l~_ttl8 clarification. 
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it does not provide an analysis of the process of saving against the back

ground of income which generates it. 

79. .Table 7, besides basic data given under heading A, presents under 

headings B and C through I a series of structural analyses which consider 

the gross domestic savings, transfers abroad, net domestic savings and net 

savings in relation to sectors considered in the present study. 

80. Let us first consider the personal savings of the indigenous population. 

Their rel~tion·to disposable income is presented under heading B of Table 7. 
Comparison between groups I and II does not disclose anything abnormal. 

With growing income the propensity to suve grows also (~ S/~ J = 0.19). 

Group III, which has the highest average income saves relatively ·(and in 

absolute terms) less than the other groups.~ This seems to indicate that 

the "better off" indigenous population tends to save less at higher income 

levels. But this conclusion may not be just, considering the presence of the 

foreign enclave, which exerts a relatively mild impact on the economies of 

groups I and II compared with its predominance in countries of group III. 

81. ·This is a case in which the available data - still highly aggregated -

do not supply the answer. As was mentioned above, the indigenous population 

is heterogenous. Not enough is known about either the income structureby 

sources or the income level of different population grou~s. Some hypothetical 

answer may be given by infe~e only basing it on differences in employment 

structure. Farmers' and landlords' income dominate in group I whereas in 

group III wage employment is the major source of cash income for the 

indigenous population. Group II should be regarded as the intermediary group 

between the other two groups. Indigenously owned enterprise in group I is 

1£/ Considering direct taxes (as a kind of compulsory saving) together with 
gross savings in relation to gross income, similar though less striking 
results are obtained. 
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largely limited, to commercial farming. Group II is obviously more 

diversified, whereas in group III any kind of indigenous enterpirse is 

seriously limited by the presence of the foreign enclave. This is clearly 

confirmed by both the relative and absolute amounts of spending on capital 

maintenapce (depreciation) which in per capita terms amounts in each group 

to: 

Group I 

Group II 

Group III 

US$3.34 

US$4.73 

US$1. 32 

82. Reflecting the amount of per capita capital owned by the indigenous 

population, these figures reflect also its occupational structure as well 

as the negative role played by the foreign enclave on development of 

indigenous entrepreneurship and enterprise. 

83. Considering now disposable income as eQual to gross income less direct 

taxes and less "depreciation" expenditure, the situation will appear more 

"normal". Group I saves 2.8 per cent of disposable inco~e, group II 3.0 per 

cent, and group III 3.5 per cent. The propensity to save within such 

presentat~on increases with increasing income and concomitantly the more 

faster grows the income (comparing group II with group I ~ S/ ~ J = o. 045 

and comparing group III with group II~ S/~ J = 0.060). But should this 

be regarded as a positive conclusion? Certainly not, because this population 

would be able to earn more and save more if it were in a position to invest 

in its own enterprises, an_ opportunity of which the population of countries 

belonging to group III is to a great extent deprived. This limitation is 

felt less in the countries of group II. In countries of group I there 

appears a limit .. tion resulting from widespread poverty of the masses of the 

populace combined with the social system which favour big landlords, who 

are generally not concerned with entrepreneurship and development of posi~ive 

investment.W 

2J/ In the analysed sample, group I is dominated by Ethiopia - its economic 
and socio-political structures are reflected in the aggregate and 
averages. 
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8. Personal savings of the non-indigenous population - transfer of 
savings abroad 

84. Non-indigenous population behaviour appears in general rather unusual 

but, to an.extent can be hypothetically explained by inference drawn from 

observation of the occupational c~oss-section of these communities. 

85. At first glance it appears that this population has a declining 

propensity to save with growing income. This is true whatever presentation 

is chosen, i.e., independent of that which is considered disposable income 

and savings. It must be realized that the size (absolute or relative) of 

the foreign enclave has considerable influence on the occupational structure 

of the non-indigenous population. This becomes clear when considering income 

distribution within the foreign enclave. Where the enclave is small, personal 

income share is much more significant than corpt,rate business income; the 

larger the enclave the lesser is the share of personal income (group I,69 per 

cent; group II, 66 per cent; group III,61 per cent). At the same time th~ 

salary component of personal income grows proportionately to the income of 

corporate business. This is confirmed by the figures of per capita 

"depreciation" ex1)enditure by non-indigenous populati<?n which in group I 

amounts to US$93, in group II to US$75, and in group III to US$50. It should 

also be pointed out that non-corporate business is much less capital-intensive 

in group I (almost exclusively trade) than in group III, where large commercial 

farming is of great importance. 

86. This discussion on the volume of saving has little relevance if it is 

not coupled with the probl~m of transfers o~ savings abroad which takes 

overwhelming proportions.· More than 10 per cent of disposable income is 

transferred abroad (9.4 per cent of gross income, average for the whole 

sample). 

87. In other terms after deducting "depreciation" expenditure from gross 

domestic saving not less than 58 per cent of savings are transferred abroad. 

(i.e., US$18.6 per capita out of which only US$11.3 per capita is compensated 
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for by official foreign aid net inflow; in other terms there is, in spite of 

foreign aid, a net outflow of US$7.3 per capita~). 
88. The situation differs in, each group. Group I transfers 7.1 per cent 

of disposable income and receives in foreign aid 12.2 per cent (i.e., has 

a net inflow equal to 5.1 per cent of disposable income which represents 

almost 84 per cent of net fixed capital formation). Group II transfers 8 per 

cent of disposable income and receives 5 per cent of disposable income in 

aid (i.e.,has a net outflow of 3 per cent of disposable income; foreign aid 

being equal to 47 per cent of net fixed capital formation). Group III 

transfers 13.7 per cent of dis~osable income and gets in foreign aid 3.5 per 

cent, thue having a net outflow of 10.2 per cent of disposable income (net 

official foreign aid representing 42 per cent of net fixed capital formation). 

89. In other terms transfers abroad are almost 95 per cent of actual net 

fixed capital formation of which more than 57 per cent are actually financed 

by foreign aid. This situation contains a kind of a paradox. 

90. This drain of domestic resources is obviously not caused by the indigenous 

population's transfers which are rather modest and amount to 1.5 per cent 

of total net transfers (group I, 3.0 per cent; group II, 2.1 per cent; 

group III, 0.8 per cent, but in~ group they represent only 0.3 per cent 

of disposable income, or 11.7 per cent of this population group's gross 

savings less "depreciation" expenditure - 13, 11. 9, and 10.3 per cent, 

respectively, in each group). However, modest as apparently these transfers 

are, they are neverthel~ss important when compared with the actual accumulation 

of this population group because if they were retained in Africa they could 

increase the net fixed gapital formation of the indigenous population by 

17.5 per cent (15.6 per cent, 14.8 per cent, and 27.3 per cent respectively). 

91. Once more the relatively high (in relation to actual accumulation) 

outflow of domestic resources owned by the indigenous population of group III 

countries is disquieting and confirms there is a lack of investment 

~ All figures refer to the money sector population. 
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opportunities open to indigenous entrepreneurship, caused by the presence 

of the foreign enclave which controls the market. 

92. It follows that this outflow, though having little impact on the 

economies in aggregate terms, is very important when viewed from the aspect 

of speeding up the development of the indigenous money sector. There is 

visible evidence that these transfers slow dow.n the vital process 

transformation and expansion of the indigenous (national) economy. 

of the 

93. The core of the transfers23/problem is in the foreign enclave which is 

responsible for 98.5 per cent of these transfers (personal transfers 23.8 per 

cent and corporate businesd transfers 74.7 per cent). 

94. For the purpose of inquiry into this problem the income of the foreign 

enclave should be divided into its two major parts on the basis of income 

source, i.e., personal income and corporate business income. Moreover, the 

former should be again divided into two parts: namel;;r (1) income from paid 

employment and (2) income from non-corporate business. 

95. It should ?e pointed out that the personal income of the non-indigenous 

population is represented by a much larger amount than the corporate business 

income- in average some 178 per cent greater than the latter (220 per cent 

in group I, 194 per cent in group II, and 160 per cent in group III - see 

Table 7, heading A). 

96. Using the partial information available on the wage and salary income compon· 

ent of personal income and expenditure of its recipients, it is possible 

to divide this group of population into two parts. 

Throughout the discussion net transfers are considered because there 
are no other data ~vailabl~ There is also an inflow (and it can be 
supposed that a good part of foreign corporate business accumulation 
is financed from abroad) which is in part cancelled out by larger (than 
net outflow) transfers. 
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97. In general those who are employed save considerably less than those 

who are in business for themselves (on the average respectively 6.4 and 9.2 

per cent of disposable income, depreciation deducted); in addition they 

transfer abroad less of their savings than the people in business (85.9 and 

107.2 per cent of saving respectively). Generally people who are employed 

do not invest locally, or at least there is no information available about 

this; the non-transferred balance (14.1 per cent of saving) appears to be an 

idle balance. However, this may not be true, e.g., in cases where shares 

in local companies are bought, there is no possibility of tracing these 

transactions with the available data. In short the fate of balances is not 

known. If they are with banks they may be lent by them to other investors, 

e.~., non-corporate businesses which show consistently negative balances 

which can be explained only by their borrowing (they transfer more than they 

save and in spite of that they accumulate). 

98. Data illustrating this discussion are produced in Table 10. There is 

a striking difference between the countries of group II and the others. 

This is explained by the ethnic structure of this non-indigenous population. 

In group II a large segment of this population belongs to the Asian community 

the behaviour of which differs widely from the pattern inherent in other 

non-indigenous groups of the population. 

99. More interesting is the picture which reflects the situation of the 

non-indigenous population deriving its income from other than paid employment 

activities. The most striking feature is that these people transfer abroad 

more than they save (except for group II for reasons explained above, although 

here also on the average more is transferred than should be from the point 

of view of business needs). They transfer as much as they can relying on 

local credits for their business needs instead of using their own resources. 

Thus, instead of ploughing back their savings into expansion of their business, 

they use for that purpose locally available resources (bank credits) and 

transfer abroad more than they actually save. 



rrable 10: Approximate stru.cture of exprmditure on personal income 

of ncn··-:i.nd.it;cnous populB.t ion (in per cent) 

Income derived from other activitieo 1 
; ~ncome de~ived from paid employment 

---····-··--- ·····-1-------i--
Group I~-- .....J 

Total I ,-- 1 -·rnota1 1 

S ,,.,_·1 Group II Group II' Group III' s"' ,~-1 I 
~~e ~~e 

Gross Income ~ 
Less: Direct taxes! 4.3 

Depreciation 

Disposable Income 100.0 

Less: Cons~~ption 185.9 
I 

Saving 114.1 

Transfers abroad 112.6 

Capital formation • --

L5 Balance 
! 

Saving ~00.0 
Tran8fer abroad 189.9 

Capital formatio:::" f-
Balance 110.1 

Per capita gross t 

Income US~ 2364 

Imputed capital I 
us~ mln I 
Disp. Income as per I 
cent of capital 

104.3 jno.3 107.7 ll4.4 122 8 122.8 121.0 

4.3 I 10.3 7·7 I lt.6 5.1 lL4 I 7.8 

-- -- -- I 9.8 17.7 lL3 I 13.? 

100.0 1 100.0 100.0 1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

94.6 I 95-2 93.6 I 89.7 I 90.? 91.4 90.8 

5·4 i 4.8 'I 6.4 10.3 ,1 9.3 8.6 9·2 
3.4 4.5 5·5 I 12.9 I 5·7 11.6 9.8 I -- -- I -- 5 ' 9 I 5. 4 - L 7~ 2. 3 I 
2.0 0,3 I 0.9 I -8.5 I -L8 I -1-3 -2.9 I 

LOO. o 100. o 11oo. o !1oo. o l1oo. o I 100. o I 100. o 1 

63.7 95.3 85.9 1124.8 1 61.1 136.0 '!107-2 

-- -- -- I 57.4 i 57·5 -2o.o 24.7 

36.3 4•7 14.1 -82,2 '-18.6 1 -16.0 -3L9 

I 
L046 1458 1387 2009 1057 1426 1338 I 

II 300 11000 750 I 2050 I 
I i I I I 40.3 I 19"8 35.0 I 28.3 I 

~ Actually it is: fixed capital formation+ 2.7 and charges in stocks- 4.4 per cent 
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100. There is one more interesting phenomenon, which occurs in group III, 

namely, negative capital formation. There is a very small fixed capital 

formation (2.7 per cent) and a decline in stoo~s (-4.4 per cent) which may 

be a conjunctural phenomenon, but rather should be regarded as fixed capital 

outflow (reflected in reduction of stocks held). It is difficult to make 

here a definitive statement about this phenomenon because it may also reflect 

the monopolistic tendencies of corporate business which have an adverse 

impact on development of small private non-corporate business. 

101. The income of non-corporate business seems to be relatively high. It 

may be inferred from studying depreciation expenditure (roughly assumed to 

be on the level of 4 per cent of capital) that the net profit (disposable 

income) achieves on the average a level of 28 per cent (20+40 per cent) of 

intere&t, which should be considered as relatively high (see Table 10 bottom 

lines). How much this picture is distorted by illicit practices is not 

known, but it is to a considerable degree. And this business contribution to 

development is negligible. Its accumulation amounts to 0.1 per cent of 

capital increment - i.e. a stagnation level. 

9. Foreign corporate business 

102. Much less can be said about corporate business. Here again the volume 

of assets (capital) can be estimated by inference assuming depreciation to 

be on the level of some 4 per cent. Data computed using this assumption 

are presented in Table ll" Again, the degree of distortion due to use of 

illicit practices (mainly over- and under-invoicing) is not known, but is 

substantial. Actual income is obviously higher and transfers have much more 

bearing on the economy.~ Leaving aside these problems which cannot be 

quantified, the analysis of the available data is also enlightening. 

~ The official figures m1n1m1ze the returns to capital, they do not allow 
for the widespread understanding of earnings for tax and other purposes. 
The problem has not been studied in Africa. But it is difficult to 
expect that the situation in this respect differs e.g., from India, 
rather it may be much worse. For more details on the situation in 
India see M. Kidron, Foreign Investment in India, Oxford University 
Press, London, 1965, and particularly pages 224-231. 



'l1able 

A. 

B. 

c. 

, ~ .. App:r"xima-te evaluation of foreign corporate business 
~ t a ~.:i±:..Lt.Y and d~,§.£9 sit ion of J:?.:ss>f i :t._s_

1
___ _ _ ---·-·-----· --r- _ _ -~--, 
I t t Vho1e l ! Group I G:rm::;J II I G':>oup III 1 ;, 

1 
Iit•puted Capital US~ mlno 

in us::~ mJ.n. : 

Q~.£.?.£! In_~ 

..w~~ ss ~ Direct taxes 

Depreciation 

_;Qisposable I:r.co.~~ 

Trans:ers abr·oc.d 

Capital formation 
- a/ 

Balanc~ 

L1 ]G of capital: 

Gross I::1.come 

Disposable Income 

Trancfer abroad 

Capital formation 

Balanc~ 

, i 1 0 ,n!.l? e 
1 I i '---·-·~r------------~--~-.. -- --
i 560 900 I 20oo ! t;.o6o I , ~ 

I I I l 
l2C5 ! 259,8 I ~:'34·4 
15,2 1 27.3 f ;17.3 
00 6 I ~? 2 I '03 9 LC..~ .. J':J'> I . 0 

88.7 I 19~.3 ! ~1~.2 
40.0 I 9o.4 I "9~.1 
41.8 76.2 

1 
Jlo.3 

6.9 1 23.7 1 3.8 

22.6 

15.8 

7.1 

7·4 
L3 

I I 
i -
' I ! n ! 
l 2o. 9 1 

2L8 I 
10.7 i 

8. 5 I 
2.6 

20.6 

12,0 

1·4 
4·5 
0.1 

920.7 

159.8 
162.7 

598.2 
329.5 

234.3 

-~4.4 

22.7 

14.7 
8.1 

5·8 
0.8 

% of disposable income transferreA 
abroad 45 49 I 62 55 

.?-/ Th·jse may be idle balances, as ;,1ell as in part statistical di.scripancies. 
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103. Fixed capital increment should be considered as being far below what 

is consistent with national development plans and the outline of the United 

Nations Second Development Decade. A mere 5.8 per cent compared to the 

minimum of 10-12 per cent required is incompatible with the role which foreign 

investment is expected to play. All this operates within a framework of very 

mild direct taxation pressure, which is only a little stronger in group III. 

104. It should be pointed out that the figures reproduced in Table 11 are 

not complete because they do not include dividends paid locally. Thus the 

actual gross and disposable income figures should be slightly.larger and a 

fourth item should appear in the context of disposable income distribution, 

namely, "locally paid dividends". This difference represents roughly, in 

terms of gross income, less than 1 per cent in groups I and III, and 3 per 

cent in group II. In any case the figures presented in Table 11 are a low 

estimate. 

105. A very large part of the profits of foreign corporate business is 

transferred abroad. It seems that the policy of the foreign companies 

operating in Africa· is to pay their shareholders a good dividend in spite of 

expansion of activities. This is, however, an "aggregate" conclusion. Few 

foreign companies expand, rather new ventures are established. In other 

terms this means that some companies are actually transferring more, and 

new 6ompanies are bringing money in, and the latter are responsible for most 

of the recorded fiX:ed capital :f'ormations. Thus the actual picture, if it 

could be disaggregated,is much worse than the aggregate-average situation 

presented. 

10. The government 

106. At this stage of the analysis a few words should be said about the 

role of government savings and investment. Whereas the government's savings 

play a minor role in the overall picture - group I shows lack of savings 

a budgetary deficit -the government's capital formation represents a very 

large share of the total capital formation of the economies. 
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107. The government's part in gross domestic capital formation amounts 

on an average to 36.6 per cent. But this figure should be considered 

distorted by very low government spending on capital maintenance - a problem 

discussed above. In terms of net fixed capital formation, i.e., the real 

accumulation, the government's contribution amounts to 49.3 per cent in 

average, thus showing a significant disproportion considering that each of 

the countries of the sample (with the possible exception of Tanzania at the 

time) has a laissez-faire policy and has abstained from public investment in 

productive economic activities, concentrating on infrastructure in its 

broadest sense. 

108. It is interesting to note the structure of financing of capital 

formation by the general government in the analysed sample. This may be 

seen from the following figures (in US$ mln.): 

Group I Group II Group III 

gross savings -4.7 38.1 68.], 

less~ depreciation.§/ 13.8 38.3 52.7 

net domestic saving -18.5 -0.2 15.4 

plus: foreign aid (net) 128.1 75.2 63.9 

available resources 109.6 75.0 79.3 

capital formation 97.6 (3. 4)E/86.7 (3.0)E/59.l (7.3)'21 

unutilized£1 balance 12.0 -ll. 7 20.2 

.§:/' As discussed the amounts are certainly too low, thus reflecting 
simultaneous decapitalization. 

B/ In brackets - increase in stocks (included in the total amount). 

\'/"hole 
sample 

101.5 

104.8 

-3.3 

267.2 

263.9· 

243. 4(13. 7 )]?/ 

20.5 

£1 This balance should not necessarily be regarded as unutilized in the 
whole; part of it may be channelled to support private investment. 

109. Only the governments of countries belonging to group II borrow on the 

local market (in the aggregate) for the purpose of capital formation; others 

show surpluses, which indicates that they have not been able to invest the 

money at their disposal. All the countries (but especially countries of 

group I and II) depend almost entirely on foreign aid and borrowing, thus 
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demonstrating clearly that under the present circumstances foreign aid is 

needed. 

110. A similar table can be drawn for the economy as a whole (US$. mln.): 

gross saving 

less~ depreciation 

transfers abroad 

net domestic saving 

plus: foreign aid (net) 

available resources 

capital formation 

unutili~ed balances 

per cent of gr~ss saving· 

less depreciation converted 

into capital formatio~ 
possible capital formation 

in case all transfers will 

be retained, all resources 

used excluding foreign aid: 

in %of actual capital 

formation.E/ 

Group I Grou12 II Group III 
' 

195-5 400.1 587.3 

76.4 151.0' 193.7 

74.8 ll8.8 247.8 

44 •. 3 130.3 145.8 

128.1 75.2 63.9 

172.4 205.5 '209.7 

161.4 190.7 178.1 

11.0 14.8 31.6 

135-5 76.5 45.2 

73.8 130.6 221.0 

in %of GDPY 91 91 91 10.9(14.7) 15.9(12.2) .19.3(8.7) 

~ This includes foreign aid. 

E/ · Subject to availability of feasible projects. 

£/ Money sector only. 

§/ In brackets~ actual capital formation as %of GDP. 

Whole 
sample 

1,182.9 

421.1 

441.4 

320~4 

267.2 

587.6 

530.2 

57-4 

143.7 

16.2 (11. 3 ).2:-

111. The last three lines of figures represent at present a situation to be 

desired. But ":;hey show also that countries of group.I cannot possibly develop 

without foreign aid in relatively massive portions. Obviously, it is not 
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posdible to consider the complete elimination of transfers abroad. A 

reasonable portion of these transfers is unavoidable: (a) because of the 

need of private debt servicing and (b) because reasonable interest on 

foreign capital invested in Africa should be paid, and transferred if the 

owners are not living in Africa. Certainly personal transfers can be 

cons~derably curtaile~ without injustice being done to owners who by 

defi~ition are living_in Africa. Corporate transfers can also be substan

tially limited, at least for the period of time necessary for the countries 

to achieve conditions of self-~ustained growth. Under present conditions 

the financial drain caused by these transfers is extremely· great. The 

carrying out of alter~ative actions recommended is closely dependent upon 

the availability of f~asible proj~cts - and it $eems that under present 

conditions such investment opportunities are in extremely short supply 

(except perhaps for two larger countries: namely Nigeria and UAR, which 

do not belong to the analyzed sample). 

B. Dynamic approach 

1. Generalities 

112. All that has been discussed up to now has been limited to consideration 

of a static situation. It would be both interesting and illuminating to try 

a more dynamic kind of appraisal. Time series of data, as was mentioned 

above, are not available and so there is the temptation to use the data 

available in order·to carry out some form 6f dynamic analysis. 

113. As~uming that different countries of the sample represent different 

stages of development they may be regarded as a time series of data stretched 

over a period of time necessary to cover the development lag between the 

apparently most and least developed countries in terms of e.g., per capita 

gross income. Serious weaknesses of such approach should be recognized and 

therefore it should be realized that such analysis represents but a 

hypothetical approximation which can show only certain trends, and even they 

should be considered critically. Nevertheless, this analysis has proven to 

be illuminating and therefore· will be presented here. 
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114. Two parallel analyses will be ~=Puent2d (l) rc:ating to the indigenous 

population only, and (2) relating to the money economy as a whole. 

115. A set of correlationsbetween all relevant variables and the gross 

domestic income have been established. They are summarized in Tables 12 and 

13. These tables are illustrated by Charts 2 and 3. 

116. In most of these cases the correlations established are rather good. 

Less satisfactory are the levels of standard errors, but this is due to some 

few unexplained cases in which one or two countries of the sample incidentally 

deviate more greatly from the schedule, the others remaining consistent. 

117. In the present analysis direct taxes are not considered separately. 

In the money sector analysis, "consumption" includes both private and public 

expenditure. In the indigenous money sector population analysis, direct 

taxes have been included in "consumption". This is a non-orthodox treatment; 

nevertheless it contributes to the clarity of the picture. The problem of 

direct taxation has been discussed above. 

2. The dynamics of indigenous persona1_~aving 

118. Let us first analyze the situation of the indigenous population (money 

sector population), Table 12 and Chc.rt 2. Its consurr,ption schedule intersects 

with the gross income schedule a~ "~118 g;:oss :t.ncome level of US$52. This is 

much below the averages of each of the three groups of countries, but above 

the averages of two countries: namely Malawi and Somalia, where the average 

gross income is about US$29 and US$48 per cal?ita, respectively. 

119. At lower income brackets the propensity to save increases as the income 

increases to reach the maximum at some US$600 per capita (gross income) and 

decline afterwards. Actually the country with highest per capita income 

(Gabon US$432) saves 7.1 per cent less than it should following the schedule 

(y
14

). ThiS is a very disquieting trendo Two major factors are in operation: 

(1) predominance of the foreign enclave on the market (in Gabon for example 

the foreign enclave's share in the money sector gross income amounts to 

64 per cent), thus greatly impeding the development of indigenous 



Table 12: Bel1aviour of variables (Yn) in relation to gross income (X. ) 
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(n.di:_;enous noney sedor population only 1 16 :ountries sample; in US ~ r·apita) 

Relation (S·hedule) 

Variable n 

Gross 
Income 10 1 y: 1,'; c xj 
Net 
Income ll 

~I 
Consumpt 1o~r13 

Gross 
Sa vine 

Net 
Sav1nt;; 

14 

15 

.Yn 

yl3 

2 
· -02+ 1, 007X . -0, 000097X. 

l 2 
l3+0,759X +0 1 000197X. 

l l 

Y14 "-l3+0,241Xi-0,000197Xi
2 

Net Fixed Capital 2 
Formation 17 \ Y17~~0,l3+0 1 012Xi+0,000001Xi 

Gorss (nom) I 
Capital Forma- I 2 tion 19 y19 ~-0,45+0,043X.+0,000158X. 1 l l 
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~---Private (includiu6 direct taxes) 

Coeffi<1ent 
of 

C...Jll'relatir-m 

r= 

0,997 

0,995 

0.849 

0.752 

0.994 

Standard! 
error of 
estimation 

Syx = i 
I 
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I t 
I 
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I 
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110,7 I I I 
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I I 
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" l ., 
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Table 13: :Behaviour of variables (Y n) in relation to [~Toss domestic income (X) 

(racney se<:;tor only, 16 couLtrleS sam)lo, in QS$ per ua:yita) 

Variable n 

Gross Domestic Income 0 

Net Domestic Income l 

Net Income 2 

Consumptio~ 3 
Gross Domestic Saving 4 
Net Domestic Saving 5 

Net Saving 6 

Net Fixed Capital Formation 7 

Gross Domestic Fixed Capital 
Formation 8 

Gross Domestic Capital 
Formation 9 

Gross Domestic~Gaving less 
Depreciation9J 4 1 

Relation (Schedule) 

Yo = X 

Yl 
') 

·-3 + o183x - o, ooo~'3X,_ 
16.3 + o,ssx- 0 1 0002~2 Y2 

,... 

y3 

:x4 

11.4 + 0.76X- 0 1 00015X~ 
? 
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2 
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2 
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2 
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entrepr3neu':'shi? and l..i:.1~'-. ~ ~:r:.,s :;_;.1V~;;.J ~u1ent opportunities open to them,21/ and (2) 

demonstratio~ P-ffect a~d the phenomenon established by Lu.c.-senberry thRt 

uonsumption and saving can ba eniluenced by the social class with which the 

individual identifies himsdL.28) 

120. In broad cer;::..:.; ·ch8 i:--:1digcr.ous economy is stagnating. This is shown 

by the fi~-:-1 2.n7Gstmen·~ 8chedule (y
17

) which is extremely flat - of US$500 

per capita_ grJ3-=> incoin::;J onl.y 3light1y more than 1 per cent is accumulated 

(US$5., 6 2_er _9~J?1-.!~~) s.nd tlv=ce :5 s a very high proportion <D1f "depreciation" 

expenditure com})a:c2·l 1.:i th neVI investment, Of US$100 per capita only US$1.1 

is channe::.].ed into no~; invdstment L 8a ~ 20.3 per cent of gross capital 

formation (us~;).4 P..':'/:_cc:_:p.;j .. t,~J. And of US$500 per capita only 9.4 per cent 

of gross capital formation (US$59.5 per capita) is directed into new invest

ment, The CO':'I'ei:>pODdj ng ~har:;; of nevJ :'Lnvestment in gross capital formation 

in the money seccor ot' trlP t:Conomy as a w-hole i3 for the lo·wer income bracket 

on the leve1 of 50-60 per cent and for the upper income bracket (upper in 

African relative te:;.'r:s) 'J:;,~jween 30 and 40 per cent. Thus the indigenous 

w:mey econoEJy ~-c ~.ta:.:;nc:.t}.ng in all countries but especially in the countries 

121. It may ~~ n~Bue~ ~hat t~e low income levels of the African population 

malcos any sa"./J n;.;· ,;i.: I ..LL;UJ. -~. 1l'his lS true for the large mase es of the 

populace ·:rhose p_~-~-. .::?2?.~!::.::.. 2.Y'com.J level does not differ much between countries 

different av8ra,r;'"'' oi tiE' coc.mtries reflecting rather the relative strength 

(size) (jf the' '1.: ?i:t~;::- of.::'': u·o,~p )f the ind5genous population. These people 

commanding rela tj_,_ :cl ·.r Duc:'l hit:('er p~-~ cc:. -pita income (comparable to middle 

class incooes of the popn]r.Ltion in developed countries) do not save enough. 

Actuall;y Hhc:n cor;,pa:':''"'ci \·'i ~lo, tho:coe of similar income level in developed 

countries, thc~r thriftin3~Q is relatively negligible< 

]]
1
1 major pa~t of fixed capital formation occurs in real estate (mainly 

speculative or sumptuous housing). 

5§./ =.u:·3cnbs~r;y·. ,J,, 9_~_£_i_i. 
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122. This situation is duly reflected in the picture of the money sector 

as a whole - Table 13 and Chart 3. 

123. The gross domestic income and the consumption schedules intersect at 

the per capita level of US$46. But this is only the apparent "break-through" 

point. The true one is defined by the intersection of the net domestic income22/ 

and the consumption schedules. ,ThElfintersect at US$131 per capita gross 

income level. NAvertheless, bece;us~ of the presence of foreign· aid there is 

no "break-through" point at all, i.e., this point is shifted beyond the area 

of the diagram's validity /J,.0-4...x<700(l,OOO)].&Q/ 

124. The absence of transfers abroad, i.d., the situation when flows in both 

directions are balanced, is conducive to considerable improvement in the 

situation. The "break-through" point shifts from US$131 down to US$57 ~ 

capita income. This does not solve the ~roblem for all countries; there is 

still one co.untry situated below the "break-through" point i.e., in need of 

foreign aid in spite of excluding from consideration the net flow of resources 

abroad~ namely, Malawi. At present, in the presenc~ of net outflow of 

resources not only Malawi but also Somalia, Ethiopia, Chad and RwandaW are 

affected; their per capita incomes being situated below "break-through" point., 

125. Of course, decline in consumption will also shift the "break-through" 

point to lower income levels. Can consumption be reduced? Can the welfare 

regime of the population be more austere than it is today? Although a precise 

answer to this question can only be given after special, more detailed, 

country-by-country studies have been made, the preliminary answer is positive. 

These austerity measures certainly do not need to be directed to the whole of 

the money sector population. 

See Appendix: gross domestic income less "depreciation" expenditure and. 
less transfers abroad (foreign aid excluded). 

The case of Y
2 

= Y 
3 

occurs for abstract values for X, namely · ·-40 and 
+2,440. ' 

These are given in order of need of foreign aid to maintain the present 
economic performance. Only countries belonging to the sample have been 
mentioned. 
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126. The indigenous money sector population in countries under consideration 

can be roughly divided into three groups, according to income level: 

A. :Below us~no per capita 75 to 60 per cent of population 

:B. Between US$70 and 110 
per ca.2ita 20 to 30 p~r cent of population 

c. Above US$110 per capita 5 to 10 per cent of population 

127. The first set of percentage (i.e., 75 + 20 + 5) characterize poorer 

countries (e.g., group I), the second (i.e., 60 + 30 + lO) relatively 

"better off" countries (e. g., group III). It is hardly to be imagined that 

the consumption of group A of population is to be more restricted. The 

consumption of group B may be sligh~ly restricted, and certainly group 

(average income per capita comparable to the middle class population in 

developed European countries) .can and should be sharply restricted in its 

consumption, especially in respect of luxury and imported goods, many of 

them readily substitutable£g/for by domestically available goods. Both 

direct and indirect taxation would contribute to the solution of this problem. 

128. A "wishful thinking" curve Y4 has been added to this diagram (Chart 3). 
This is an abstract curve of net domestic savings plus transfers abroad, 

·i.e., it represents a situation in which the flows will be in balance 

(excluding foreign aid). This schedule intersects with the net savings 

(Y6 - i.e., including foreign aid) curve at X= 271 (i.e., by per capita 

income level of US$271). Becc;use of foreign aid, all countries below this 

income.level enjoy a net inflow of foreign resources. All countries above 

this level suffer a net outflow of resources abroad. This is a highly 

theoretical point which changes along with many factors which are continually 

changing independent of the gross income level lfollowing mainly the volume 

of transfers abroad). 

&g/ Having in view fast development of demand for domestically available 
goods - discrimination should be oriented primarily against imported 
goods and imported inputs based goods (with little domestic value added 
component). 
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129. Throughcut the: d.::...:.t;::c.,u (Cha:;:~ 3) 16 <Y
7

, i.e., net savings are 

larger than investment. ~ven if the increase in stocks is considered as 

investment (i.e., Y
7 

+ Y
9

- Y8 ), net saving will not be fully utilized, and 

the higher the income level the larger is the gap. This feature, it is 

believed, merits a mor2 detailed investigation. 

130. For this purposes investment schedules have been established for the 

sample as a whole (denominators) as well as for each of the· three country

gEoups (denominators I, II and III, respectively) following their development 

performance in the period of 1960-1966. They are given in Table 14 which 

contains also the main relevant growth parameters. 

131. For comparative purposes schedules and parameters for accelerated§l/ 

growth have been also worked out. They are prPsented in Table 15. 

132o These schedulPs together with basic curves (reproduced from Chart 3) 
§AI 

are plotted on Charts 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d· One more curve has been added 

(when compared with Chart 3) to these diagrams, namely, the curve Y6, which 

presents net savings (Y6) plus transfers abroad (i.e., gross domestic savings 

plus foreign aid less ndepreciation")o This ab:stract (or "wishful thinking") 

curve was added fer the purpose of further discussion. 

133" Two (shifted) 11 R,r::c 1.<J:J...,
4;-;ri" investment schedules have been presented 

(Y' and : '). The first represents "immediate ac2eleration" and the second 

"g::-adual acceleration" or rather "delayed acceleration", a more realistic 

approach. 

This represents a highly mechanical and abstract approach. The adopted 
rat8 of g::owth (5.2 per cent -p.a.) for the whole economy may be realistic 
for the sample 1 s average. See E/CN.l4/INR/183, Some Features of 
Develo~1ent ~~frj~, Tables 11 and 12, and the relevant portion of the 
text (Version IIIJ. But it can hardly be regarded as realistic for 
individual countries or for the groups. 

For the purpose of giving a clear presentation, the vertical scales 
of these d~agrams have been distorted (2:1 as ·compared with horizontal 
scale), 
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134. There is one apparently unusual fe-"ture of these diagrams, namely, 

the course of investment and SclVings schedules. In diagrams typical for 

developed economies the investment schedule "approaches" the saving schedule 

from above, i.e., the former is more "flat" than the latter. In the diagrams 

considered there is a reversal of this picture - the investment schedule 

"approaches" the saving schedule ftoom below. The explanation is very simple~ 

as long as the economy does not achieve the self-sustained growth condition, 

the picture will remain as it is at present - the picture should reverse 

when the analyzed economies are on the path to self-sustained growth. 

Therefore, the usual conclusions in respect of the position of the equilibrium 

point (intersection of investment and saving schedules) should alsc be 

reversed. The growth generating deviation of the equilibrium point is to 

the east of the income vertic~l, and the recession conductive disequilibrium 

occurs when the equilibrium point is on the west side of the vertical. This 

is the reverse of that to which all are accustomed (teaching based on 

developed economies' patterns). 

135. All these diagrams, although different in details, present a fairly 

consistent picture. All the investment schedules are far above the net 

dome~tic saving schedules (Y
5

) and they do not intersect with them, showing 

a heavy dependence on foreign aid. Actually in all cases a major part of 

investment is financed by foreign aid, domestic resources playing a minor 

role. 

136. More generally, although in a somewhat speculative way, the position 

of the investment schedule can be discussed in relation to: (1) net savings 

(curve Y6), (2) net domestic savings (Y
5
), (3) net domestic savings plus 

transfers abroad£2/ (Y4), i.e., a case where all transfers abroad are retained 

§j} Or gross domestic saving less "depreciation" expenditure. 
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by the African COl1 ntr:i::-s but DO a:: i ~ ;~ t:j -nv-,, (4) '18-f" savings plus transfers 

(Y6).,. i.e,, a case such as the previous (3) but in 1-Jhich aid is given - all 

in recorioC. a!r.ct.."lts. This is som2~{hat c.b.str~-,.ct but it· is illuminating. 

137. First approach, 

schedules (Y8 ,yi' YII' 

i.e., net savings (Y,) and the actual in7estment 
u 

and YIII). This is the actual situation. All 

intersections of investment scheduies and net saving schedules are to the 

east of the respective gross income vel-ticals, -i;lms showing a degree of 

lack of utilization of resources, i.e.~ the disposable resources could 

finance more investment than they a~e financing. ~he gap corresponds ti 
the difference in the position of points a and b~ The interaection of ~~e 

investment and saving schedules car. be considered as corresponding to the 

equilibrium po:.nt (S and I, II and II). This being oh the easte-rn side 

(and in alJ. cases fairly far auay from the presfmt grosi income level -

vertical line S - S or I - I, II.- II, or III - III) confirms that the 

considered econo!Y!'ns a:e fa:r from the equilibrjurr. positjon, thus generating 

conditions f·1.vourable for. development. These conditions cause producers to 

expand production ar.J. to undertake mea~mres 1:: ".ch :~revent depletion of 

j nventories, but may in the short l''.m cause als•.) increase in imports if 

unchecked •. This s.Ltnatiou ::::Loulu. lli cGI1diLiel'L i highly 17Ulnerable 'arid unstable 

because it resu1_t'j o:~r11Ji,'7:']'" fT'J"" t'h-- ")T•'C:'~'?''G"' OT' '\lreje;n a:i_d. Should 
, '>I 

there be no aid or less aiC!.,E::1 the situation :nay rcve:c-se ·- :9roducers will 

138. These non--oo.uiJ.i brium si tuatJcns, wh:i_ch ex~ st, although positive, should 

be regarded as pr.scariously unstable and thus hardly conductive to private 

investment and product·io~- e:xyansj.on; t'~ey are rather conductive to high 

pressure on jmport expansion, 

l 
Expressing tb.e a-b gap as per cent oi' aid (~r ) if aid should decline 
by more than 16.2. per cont for the vlbole su.mple the equilibrium YJOint 
•vill shift to the -:·rest side of th,o gross in"ome vertical thus completely 
reversing the situation. Respect:. va ·· pe1·centages a:re: for group I -
6. 5 per cent, for g:coup II -·· 8, 7 per cent, fOl' group III - 18. 9 per cent. 

·This sh0ws the great vulnerability of poorer countries. Only group III 
may be considored relatively a little less vulnerable. 
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139. Second approach, i.e •. , net domestic savings (Y
5

) and the investment 

schedules. None of the rresent schedules intersects the net domestic 

saving (Y
5

) schedule, thus showing the dependency of the investment programme 

on foreign aid. lili thout aid and with the present level of net domestic 

savings, investment would be reduced to meaningless proportions causing in 

all cases a decline in per capita income. The conclusion is short~ under 

present circumstances (ceteris paribus) the absence of aid would be a 

catastrophe. 

140 •. Third approach, i.e., net dcmestic savings plus transfers abroad 

(i.e., the flows are balanced)- no aid is present and the investment 

schedules remain as they are (intersections of Y4 and investment schedules 

Y8 , YI' YII' and YIII~. Once again the importance of aid for most of the 

countries is confirmed. The whole sample (i.e., the sample average) as well 

as groups I and II are ~till in need of aid. But this is not the case of 

"better off" countries, belonging to group III. They will obtain in this 

way more of the resources available for investment. Point a" is situated 

not only above b but also above a', i.e., in spite of the absence of aid they 

will dispose of more resources than at present and they will have to invest 

more - i.e., their investment schedule will have to shifted upward under the 

pressure of. the economy - to liquida~e the supply-demand gap by means other 

than i,!llports. 

141. The fourth approach is the most optimistic and at the same time less 

realistic than the third - it assumes both: (1) no transfers abroad and 

(2) aid in unchanged volume ("wishful thinking", of course). The case is 

represented by saving schedule Y6, which is located far above Y6 and its 

intersections with investment schedules. In all these cases the investment 

schedules "approach" the saving schedule from above (i.e., the overall 

pattern of this picture resembles a self-sustained growth pattern, it is 

not due to the presence of aid) or in other terms the equilibrium points 

being on the west side of the vertical indicate -!;he presence of growth 

promoting forces within the economy. The availab~lity of such an amount of 

resources will make possible much more intensive accumulation, and, thus, 
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fast development. A comparative picture of these four approaches is given 

in Table 16. 

142. As mentioned above, inv~stment schedules for accelerated development 

have been introduced into the diagrams (Y' and Y" with denominators S, I, 

II, and III). The first set of them (y') implies an immediate jump in 

continuous higher rate of growth- i.e., in the average (for the whole sample) 

some 53 per cent more of investment than at present (by groups it will be 

an increase of 11 per cent,fl/47 per cent, and 180 per cent, respectively). 

This is an unacceptable proposition and, therefore, these schedules have 

been.shifted so as to start from present investment levels and follow the 

path dictated by the position of the schedule (angle which whey form with 

the horizontal line). So adapted, the diagram yields something realistic 

which can be discussed. 

143. As expecte~ all of ttis changes the location of the equilibrium point 

(intersection of Y6 and the investment schedule Y"). Unutilized resources 

permit all groups of countries to start accelerated~owth but this growth 

will soon lead to deadlock because the resources which may be expected 

under present conditions will be exhausted soon. 

144. Eithe~ more aid will be needed or a substantial increase in net 

domestic savings should take place. Let us now try to make some more 

general considerations. 

IV. GENERAL APPRAISAL 

1. General impressions 

145. The analysis, preliminary though it is, shows that there is a need to 

increase the amount of saving available for investment. It has shown also 

that savings can be increased. Moreover, this analysis has identified 

21/ A more gradual acceleration has been considered from the beginning in 
the case of group I. 



J:'able 16: The four approaches: ;l'he level of available resources and its foreign aid component 

(precentl;r available resources (Y0 ) = 100) 

Sample: avaialable resources 

Aid component as per cent of resources 

Group I: available resources 

Aid component as per cent of resources 

Group II: available resources 

Aid component as per cent of resources 

Group III: available resources 

Aid component as per cent of resources 

. --~---,, ------;-----~ . 

Fir~t Approa~h\Second Approac1 Third Approach IFov~t'l~·A·p,t-!l·o~t;l~ 
ava1lable Available 1 available (Y') ava1lable (J6 ) 
Net Savings(Y Net Savings(Y) Net Domestic4 Net.Domestic 

100 

21.1 

100 

101.5 

100 

84.0 

100 

58.0 

5. 5 savings(Y ) sav1ngs (Y ) 
I plus 5 plus 5 

23 

0 

-2 

0 

16 

0 

42 

0 

Transfers abroa Transfer abroad 
and Foreim1 aid 

95 168 

0 45.8 

58 159 

0 63.7 

80 164 

0 51.2 

120 178 

0 32-5 

" 
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several factors which are either decisive or have g1·ea-r; influence on the 

volume of saving available at present and in the future. No claim for 

either precision or universality is advanced, The path is hardly cleared, 

yet it indicates, it is believed, a way to better understanding of the 

subject of the present study. 

146. The most important single fact about saving and investment activities 

is that they are generally undertaken by different people and for different 

reasons. This is particularly true in the case of industrial investment in 

Africa, where, except for small-scale industries, only corporate forn:s of 

business can be considered. 

147. In such condition the problem evolves immediately into the problem of 

money market, or, more precisely, capital market. Business saving is generally 

not motivated directly by business investment. But, saving is also done oy 

individuals, by families 1 by households. i'lhatever the basis of the 

individuaL's motivation to save, it has often little to do with society's 

investment opportunities. Moreover, in developing societies saving is 

frequently done in the form of hoarding. It should also be pointed out that 

the truth is obscured by the fact that in everyday language "investment" does 

not always have the meaning it has in economics. The "net investment" or 

"net capital formation 11 is defined as the net increase in the community's 

real capital (equipment, buildings, inventions). But the layman speaks of 

"investing" when he buys a piece of land, an old security, or any title to 

property. For economists there are clearly transfer i terns. vThat one man is 

buying, someone else is selling. There is net investment only Hhen additional 

real capital is created. 

148. It is frequently suggested that a capital market virtual_ly does not 

exist in Africa, and especially in developing Africa south of tho Sab:tra. 

This is only partially true. Wherever there is a money econorr:y there is 

also a money market. Of course it is imperfect, perhaps more j_~perfect tha~ 

any one other market in Africa; nevertheless, it exists and corresponding to 

the marked differences among the basic sectors of the plural FCcnomy 5 it 

shows a similar degree of differentiation. Nevertheless, it :::i:o1.-cld 0'3 
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recognized that it is tr'.l8 '='- capital market in the sense of such a market in 

a developed economy, i"e., with a busy stock exchange and with a high degree 

of specialization of financial institutions, de facto does not exist in Africa. 

The existence of this market is witnessed by the facts described above about 

the financing of non-indigenous, non-corporate business which expands using 

domestic resources ·chat do not belong to the particular business and which 

transfers abroad more than it saves. Therefore, not only de nomine but also 

de facto this market exists in Africa. The question only exists: for whom? 

This market is certainly accessible to the foreign enclave, also to the 

government which invests more than it saves, but it is less accessible to the 

indigenous population, although in the past decade obvious but still 

unsatisfactory progress was made in this respect. 

149. This situation is mainly related to the institutional set up of the 

money market in most of the African countries2§/which for the most part should 

be considered as an integral part of the foreign enclave by which and for 

which it was developed. Some countries have nationalized banking, previously 

exclusively foreign. Others are trying to develop a network of financial 

institutions devoted to taking care of indigenous savings and.credit for the 

indigenous members of the community. Some progress has been made, but to an 

unsatisfactory degree, An unofficial, uncontrolled money market still exists, 

usu~y is widely practised. 

150. There are several major obstacles which hamper the development of the 

money market. Political instability and inflation pressure do not encourage 

savings. There are obstacles inherent in cultural and social traditions. 

There are religious practices, customs and habits which are wasteful; 

relatively eYorbitant amounts are spent on funerals, festivals and particularly 

marriages. There are family ties which oblige the "better off" member to 

support hi..:; kinsman which under pr8sent pressures of living 'in urban centres 

may make for ruinous difficulties for an otherwise successful, modest and 

well managed household. 

&£/ This is no longer the case in the majority of North African countries. 
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151. Thriftiness so far has not become a characteristic of Africa's 

indigenous population, and voluntary saving still plays a minor role in the 

total balance. It is impossible for African countries to rely on capital 

imports and savings of the foreign enclave. Private voluntary saving of the 

indigenous population should be promoted by the government, schools, financial 

institutions, post offices, and other organizations, using all the methods 

which are found to.be~feasible in Africa. 

152. Such process will not yield results overnight - it is slow but lasting. 

But efforts must be made to demonstrate to the African that it is intended 

he will benefit from the development for which his savings are needed. He 

should come to regard savings as a civic duty to be voluntarily accepted. 

This is closely related to the need for conveying to the population the 

content of the national development plan, its aims and goals, and its modus 

of implementation.&2/ 

153. Before this slow procesb will start to yield more substantial return, 

the governements in Africa must intervene to restrict domestic consumption 

and mobilize saving. But in Africa there is not only the problem of increasing 

savings. The other problem is to retain as much of these savings in the 

country as possible and to chanr1el them into J)roducti ve investment. Reduction 

of transfers abroad and prevention of all other kinds of leakage is a problem 

which should be solved by the governments themselves. 

154. The bulk of savings comes (in the analyzed sample) from the private 

sector of the economy. The public sector saves relatively little (less than 

10 per cent of gross domestic savings on the average: group I has a negative 

saving, .i.e., the government is in deficit; for group II the government 

contribution to gro.ss saving is less than 10 per cent; and in group III little 

more than 11 per cent). The private sector provides the major share of 

&2/ The methods of developing thriftiness among Africans, may and should be 
the subject of a separate multidisciplinary study which is urgently 
needed. 
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savings, whereas the role it plays in capital formation is relatively much 

less important. This highlights the importance of the question of transfer 

of resources from the private sector to the public sector for capital 

formation. However, this problem is much complicated by the fact that (on the 

average) more than 87 per cent of the private savings (gross) are generated 

within the foreign enclave. Despite the fact that the ideological orientation 

of most countries favours private initiative and private enterprise (frequently 

lais~ez-faire concepts and a heavy reliance on foreign private enterprise 

with relatively little concern for African indigenous entrepreneurship), in the 

present circumstances of private, predominantly foreign, saving-investment 

behaviour, the State has no choice but to take initiative action to mobilize 

resources and to transfer them from the private sector for capital formation 

(publi'c or private-indigenous). The instruments used for this purpose, namely, 

taxation, foreign exchange control, public borrowing, meet with many problems 

which in the final analysis originate because of the structural pluralism of 

these economies. 

2. Taxation and exchange cont~ol 

155. The weight of publi.c revenue varies from 7. 5 to 25.9 per cent (sample 

average 17.1 per cent: group I, 11.2 per cent; group II, 11. 5 per cent; and 

group III, 23.4 per cent - all related to total GDP including non-commercialized 

output).12./ In a developed economy where all the elements are well-integrated 

into a highly responsible system, a public revenue weight of this proportion 

would have been more than adequatell/for a remote-control system to generate 

and guide the development process by operating solely at the state level. 

Measured in terms of "tax effort" all countries of the sample belong to 
the middle and low effort groups (among developing countries) see: 
Lotz, J.R. and Morss, E.R., Measurin Tax;Effort in Develo in Countries, 
International Monetary Fund IMF Staff Papers, Vol. XVI 1967 , pp. 478-
499. 
This applies to the average and to group II and III, but not to the case 
of 11.2 per cent in countries of group I, where the minimum goes down to 
7.5 per cent. 
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Unfortunately, the a~osence of in~i:;egration ancl the presence of perverse 

articulation among the various elements create conditions where the responses 

are often the opposite of what is expected. 

156. Direct taxation represents in average 32 per cent of government revenue 

(group I, 27 per cent; group II, 21 per cent; and group III, 41 per cent). 

Commodity taxes consitute the major element of the tax structure, because 

of the difficulty of tax collection. The tax structure of the African 

countries was never designed to serve the purpose of economic growth and 

equity; it was conditioned by considerations of administrative convenience 

and revenue yielding capacity. Moreover, it was never intended to prevent 

the reaping of excessively high returns by the foreign enclave, which for 

all purposes was regarded as the periphery of the metropolitan economy. 

Times have changed. Obviously~ this structure must be re-examined and re

designed to serve better the objectives of economic and social development. 

157. The JOb of re-designing the taxation system is a complex and difficult 

task and cannot be discubsed in abstract theoretical terms, especially 

considering the potential ability of African fiscal authorities to implement 

and enforce any system which is apparently suitable. It is beyond the scope 

of this study to go into this matter. Nevertheless, a few points should be 

mentioned which arise as conclusions of the analysis carried out above. 

158. Leaving aside consideration of the subsistence sector of the population, 

within which no impressive increase of tax yleld nor any impact yielding 

saving expansion can be expected, let us consider the other sectors. 

159. Let us consider first the indigenous money sector population. The 

problem has been discussed above. This population shows a declining 

propensity to save (a~d implicitly increasing propensity to consume) at 

higher income levels. This~ of course~ clearly cal:l,s for much more steeply 

graduated income tax rates than are presently ip use. Simultaneously customs 

duties (or excise taxes) much higher than those levied at present should 

be applied on luxury goods, all goods for which domestic production can be 

substituted, in order to curb the propensity to consume of the population 
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in the upper income brackets. At tbe same time ~onsidering the tendency of 

this group of the population to invest in speculative real estate, taxation 

of wealth should be introduced or tax rates should be adjusted in order to 

channel more resources to productive investment. 

160 •. Considering the vital importance of expanding the participation of the 

indigenous group in productive business, a system of tax incentives as well 

as easily accessible credit facilities should be provided, to compensate for 

their loss of savings (through increased taxation). The expansion of saving 

institutions will be discussed below. These facilities should be conceived 

exclusively for indigenous business. 

161. The non-indigenous populc;tion should be considered in two separate 

groups. The group which derives its income from paid employment should be 
. t • ~~ 

considered as very mildly taxed (on an average); But, this may be a premature 

concl1J.sion because the informatidri on tax exemptions of many vitally important 

expatriate professionals is missing. Therefore, further inquiry into this 

problem is required. At first glance it seems that the more steeply graduated 

income tax combined with heavier indirect taxation proposed for the upper 

income brackets of the indigenous population should be applied in this case 

also. Tax exemptions should be reco~sidered on a selective baiis, separately 

for persons employed by the government and for those employed by private 

(or mixed) enterprises. In the first case there is actually no problem 

except for accounting and statistics aspects. In the second case there is a 

real problem, which falls under the heading of government subsidieS. to PI'ivate 

enterprise. And it sbould be supposed that such treatment as mentioned abov~ 

would be the mqst· proper for the purpose. 

162. The non-indigenous population which derives income from s·ources other 

than paid employment presents a much more complicated case, which was 

analyzed and describ6d above. In this case, direct taxation, b·ecause of 

widely practised tax evasion and the weakness of the fiscal apparatus, can 

hardly be expected to yield :z'OSitive results. In this case a major role 

should be played by exchange control and application of a code of rules 

regulating transfers abroad less liberal than the present code. Simultaneously 
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a tighter control of import and export licensing including price control of 

the present illicit outflows through over- and under-invoicing sho~ld be 

introduced and enforced. Both measures are not easy to implement in practice. 

Required are personnel of high professional and ethical integrity 9 working 

with great efficiency. Such people must be found for otherwise it will be 

difficult to resolve this problem. Of course, direct taxation should not be 

excluded from condideration but this will not be a really efficient measure 

for some time to come. 

163. Corporate business represents a major problem. In general African 

countries have inherited laws and regulations granting privileges to foreign 

(metropolitan) busines , which includes also a mild taxation incidence. 

In general busines .. in Africa is more profitable than in developed countriesW 

(in terms of gross profit) - see Table 11 - and is much less burdened by 

taxes- see Table 8. Moreover, differentunoo-ordinated systems of inter al~a, 

tax incentives, were introduced during the last decade, resulting in a virtual 

tax paradise for foreign corporate business in Africa. Nevertheless, these 

systems of incentives, so far, have not yielded any appreciable results. The 

reason is obvious - tax incentives cannot substitute for the smallness of the 

market which makes most conceivable projects not viable, with or without tax 

incentives, Taxation should be fair and ther~ ic no ~eason to nake gifts to 

private foreign entrepreneurs at the cost of the African society. 

~ It is not easy to compare profits across the frontiers; accounting 
conventions and coverage differ, and international operation provides 
firms with opportunities to modify their accounts which few are willing 
to f.orego. Such modifications are made to avoid taxation, underst~te 
profits in particular areas for political reasons, shunt funds from one 
currency area to another, and so on. Nevertheless, there is ample 
evidence that the returns to foreign capitals overseas are consistently 
better than the average at horne (studies of the US Department of 
Commerce or by the Reserve Bank of India). M. Kidron (op.cit.) nresents 
such comparison for three Indian and Parent Companies (page 247) all 
having higher net profits (in per cent of net worth): Unilever 14~1 (at 
home) and 20.9 (in India); ICI 7.2 and 13.1, and Metal Box Co. Ltd. 9.8 
and 17.5, ~espectively. · 
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164. Higher average profitdoility of corporate business in Africa than in 

developed countries is itself a very effective incentive, and there is no 

good reason why taxes on corporate income should not be levied to secure an 

adequate share in profits for the African so.ciety, i.e., higher or at least 

similar corporate income tax rates as in developed countries. This is of 

course especially important for countries of groups II and I which have 

relatively low corporate income tax rates. 

165. But taxation can only partially resolve the problem, the core of which 

is related rather to the outflow of the net profits abroad. This is not 

only a problem of foreign exchange control. Undeniably the regulations are 

by far too liberal and have too many exemptions. Transfer guarantees etc. 

have been and still are granted, under the pretext of incentives. It was 

already mentioned above that fiscal measures and related transfer facilities 

cannot substitute for the smallness of the market. If there is a viable 

project the capital will come, given any reasonable framework of arrangements 

and will not require any special incentives of the types which have 
' proliferated - and few serious businessmen believe that all the benefits 

promised will be granted for long. It is time to stop all this underbidding 

which goes on to the detriment of African interests. 

166. On the other hand the higher than average profits available abroad 

have seldom been sufficient to precipitate a major flow of capital to 

~eveloping countries without a de~per economic rationale.ll/ In colonial times, 

this was provided by the need to augment supplies of' raw materials in the 

developed countries (metropolies). Although that need persists today, it has 

been overlaid and largely supplemented by another - the need to defend markets. 

There are two major elements in this shift. One is the emergence of giant 

This view gains indirect support from detailed investigations of 
decision-taking in companies:' "the relationship between profits and 
growth", writes Barna, "is not a casual one; but rather that both 
growth and profitability are refle.ctions of the character of tne firm". 
(Barna, J., Investment and Growth Policies in British Industrial Firms; 
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1962). 
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multinational corporations. '.:'l1e ut.i:lsr- is the proliferar;ion of independent 

States, each reaching out for economic independence; each pur~ing these goals 

to some degree by controlling relations with the world economy. Some of the 

methods adopted - inter a·lia, currency and capital control and r)rotection -

are bound to affect the operations of large exporting firms, and particularly 

the multinational corporations. The conflict between these two elements, the 

growing internationalism of the arena of competion of these firms and the 

sharpening nationalism within it, can be eased in practice only if they under

take manufacturing abroad. There is nothing new here - "The story of l1ever 1 s 

European development is largely coneerned with attempts to defeat the tariff 

legi$lator" • .W Import restrictions always have fathered some of the largest 

lived and most strongly-based industries~ provided that the market was large 

enough to secure a viable operation. India is a good example~ "Every tightening 

of im~ort controls has provoked a rush of foreign applications for industrial 

licences, capital issues consents and so on".l2/ 

167. Truthfully the core of the problem is hidden elsewhere, It is the lack 

of rapid enough expansion of opportunities for existing foreign business in 

Africa, which demands more Oyportunities for investment than are available at 

present. There is also a virtual lack of new viable investment opportunities 

in Africa because of the s:r.al_::_ness o"" the market. The ~apital market is 

virtually non-existent in Africa, mainly because of the smallness of business 

volume and the smallness of the market, which can accommodate but few ventures. 

168. Export-oriented manufacturing must be excluded as a possibility for some 

time to come because of lack of skills and high unit costs of production 

resulting from high labour costs (combination of lack of skills and low 

productivity of indigenous labour and high cost of expatriate labour); in 

addition capital costs relatively higher than elsewhere. 

]j} Wilson, C., The History of Unilever, Vol. 1, p. 192 (2 vols.), Cassel & 
Co., London, 1954. 

12/ Kidron, M., Foreign Investment in India, Oxford Univ. Press 7 London, 1965, 
p. 255-
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169. Fu.rtherrr.ore, the truth remains that people in one particular line of 

business tend to stay with it and are not likely to invest in any other:-. branch 

which is not familiar to them. An international business corporation considers 

its world-wide special business activities as one whole and it t!ansfers money 

made in one country to another where it sees opportunities to expand or to 

introduce itself. It usually remains in its line of specialization. For 

these companies it is natural to drain all the profits to reuse them elsewhere 

immediately. Such is the nature of the type of business which owns the bulk 

of the foreign business in Africa - and this nature cannot be changed. If 

restructuring is attempted; these businesses may prefer to withdraw than to 

adapt. And this should be regarded as a major dilemma which Africa faces wh~n 

dealir).g with foreign business •. 

170 •. : This is again where the .problem of the smallness of the African markets 

emerges as an insuperable obstacle in dealing with any serious foreign business, 

and only inteP-African economic co-operation can resolve the problem: mobility 

of capital, labour and goods (all on selective basis) are preconditions to 

keeping foreign c.apitaL in Africa, multiplying itself as well o.anaged capital 

will do. Only in such circumstances can the transfer of corporate profits 

abroad be substantially reduced (r.'ithin a sub-regional or regional context) if 

not virtually stopped for the period. requested for development.· 

l 71. The other solution is the one which is becoming gradually more and more 

popular in Africa - nationalization of foreign enterprise. This undeniably 

yield~ marked positive results. But a more widespread implementation of ttis 

measure will substanitally. reduce, at least for some time, foreign investment 

in Africa. 

172 •. There is a strong temptation to distinguish between the "old capital" 

established in Africa under colonial rule and the "new ca-pital'' which ~arne 

after the African countries achieved political independence. Apparently, this 

"new capital" behaves more in conformity with African development goals and in 

a generally less abusive way. But as the "old ·capital" carinot always be held 

responsible for its "misbehaviour" so also the "new capital" did not acquire 
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any "holy" pattern. Practices known under the general name of "crude private 

nee-imperialism" are widespread in Africa.W There are three general forms of 

it. nThe first involves unabetted or non-collusive dishonesty, i.e., the 

hoodwinking or cheating of African countries by expatriate firms without any 

collaboration on the part of African leaders. The second involves collusive 

dishonesty, i.e. fraud and hoodwinkery in collaboration with venal elements 

in the Afric~n elite. The third form may be called sharp bargaining or taking 

candy from a baby11 .11./ 

173. New codes of foreign enterprise behaviour in Africa, strengthening of 

exchange controls and less liberal regulation can and should, of course 1 be 

introduced, but these will be no more than palliative.l§/ 

174. Having said.all this it should be pointed out that the decline of the 

relative share of the foreign enclave will be a symptom of development, but 

this is not to say that positive measures to reduce the foreign enclave will· 

be a cause of development. Pluralism has many dimensions, not only financial, 

all of which are important: technological, educational, social (e.g., birth 

control), etc. The foreign enclave can and should be used as a domestically 

owned export enclave - or almost as much - to "sembrar el petroleo" as the 

Venezuelans say, but it will not be effectively used to this end unless a· 

series of other steps is taken. It would be wrong to focus exclusively or too 

sharply on financial pluralism as the prime obstacle. 

3. Deficit financing 

175. Although deficit financing has been used by African governments as a 

means of transferring real resources to the government, in only few cases w~s 

this done on a large sc~le and inadvertently was conducive to uncontrollable 

]jJ Schatz, Sayre ·p. ,"Crude Private Neo-Imnerialism: A. New Pattern in Africa"·, 
The Journal of Modern Af'rican Studies, Vol. 7, No. 4, December 1969, 
pp. 6(7-688. 

111 ~' p. 678. 

1§/ It is necessary to ensure that foreign investment does not become the 
vehicle for misdirected import substitution. 
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situations. The theory is that if the real resources thus obtained were 

invested in commodity production, the flow of goods would soon cutch up with 

the flow of money generated by deficit financing, the inflationary effects 

of which would automatically be counteracted. But the st.:r:uctural rigidities 

of the African economies as well as the smallness of their markets preve~ted 

the flow of goods following the flow of money in quick succession, and the 

inflationary pressures are becoming unbearable. Therefore, in African 

conditions, in generai, it is impossible to advoc~te deficit financing. 

Nevertheless, moderate, close to deficit financing may.be regarded as 

permissible, within a "safe" limit - and it is used in such a way in Africa 

although data on how this process works are not avai.lable. 

176. There is one alternative method which can be applied in African 

conditions where unutil.ized resources exist as it has been showl'l above. 

The concept of.this method is to fix th~ quantum of deficit financing in 

relation to the saving surplus of households and of corporate business. 

This surplus, defined as .the excess of saving over fixed cap~tal formation 

(and transfers abroad, which if curtailed will only magnify this excess) 

could constitute the "safe" limit for the economy's overall credit ·creation. 

If, ho}vever, the saving sc..-rtJlus cf these S8ctors is not invested in bonds or 

saving deposits but takes the form of money, the government should be careful 

to compensate dishoarding by reducing the bank credit granted to the 

government.J.2/ This alternative is used in Africa at present in se.veral 

countries. But, the difficulty of keeping the credit creation within the 

"safe" limits resides in the pressure of rising expenditure on the government 

on the one hand, and, in structural rigidities on the other. The structural 

rigidities make it altogether uncertain whether credit created on the basis 

of estimated surpluses will'in fact be channelled into productive uses and 

thus add to the commodity flow. If the government undertakes the investment 

1J} See, United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE), 
Re ort oh Seminar on .Problems of Econor,nic Develo ment: Fin:ancin Publio 
Sector Investment, E CN.ll L.217, August 1968, pp. 15 and 16. 
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directly, it will be necessary to sterilize these savings and to prevent 

their being used in speculative and inventory investment 0r dishoarded in 

the form of cash, as pointed out above. 

4. The bottlenecks - a special case 

177. Too frequently foreign aid and foreign investment which was expe~ted 

by the planners to be forthcoming but which did not materialize has been 

held responsible for the failure of development plan implementation. 

Planning for resources which were to fall like manna from the sky was a 

typical feature of African development plans in the past decade. Little 

attention was devoted to mobilization of dcmestic resources, including 

prevention of leakages of resources abroad, both legal and illicit. Tho~gh 

it is customary to consider domestic and foreign resources as perfectly 

complementary, frequently with fixed p10portions, in reality one can to a 

large degree substitute for the other. That foreign resources can largely 

substitute for domestic resources is too readily seen; what is not often 

realized is that, by adopting a suitable import substitution policy and choice 

of technologies, foreign resources can also be considerably economized and 

substituted for by domesti0 resources. The question of foreign r~sources did 

not belong to the scope of the prese~t study although the problem has tn be 

touched upon frequently in order not to lose contact with the reality. 

178. Looking at the economy as a structure of flows, the saving-investment 

flow is such that investment should finance itself. Hence, there should be 

no "financing" problems per se. To the extent, therefore, that there is one, 

it will be a financial bottleneck. 

179. The African experience demonstrates the importance of agriculture in 

this respect. Unles8 bottlenecks of food and agricultural materials are 

resolved the investment-income-saving link cannot become operative and the 

whole development process will fail to become self-generating. The crucial 

link is the control over the market surplus of agricultural output~ 'This is 

due to the fact that the ability of the economy to break the barrier of 

inelastic food supply depends on its sustained ab:i.lity to channel investments 
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toward altering the rigidities of the agricultural production function 

(which is rigid qualitatively and quantitatively). Ivlobilizable agricultural 

savings can be realized only in the form of marketed agricultural products. 

If these marketed surpluses fail to provide original accumulation and 

development, the life of the sector becomes dis0rganized. This is the case 

of African agriculture in respect 0f food and all non-export items. In the 

past the foreign enclave developed several fairly differentiated and flexible 

organizational means, but also rigidly restricted the sphere of action and 

impact to export crops in which it had exclusive interest. Adequate care 

was also given to the activities >)f expatriate farmers who were producing 

not only exp~rt crops but als0 fo0d for local markets. But virtually nothing 

was done in respect of the indigenous food market. Shortcomings were made 

good by imports. The situation did not change during the past decade. 

Leaving aside the problem of export crops it should be pointed out that in 

the remaining segment of African agriculture the requisite savings have 

failed to be generated. Part of this failure is explained by the rise in 

population, i.e., a rise in consumption. Although there has been considerable 

pvpulati'n growth in the urban areas, the rural population has been also 

growing rapidly, exercising an indirect influence on the structural rigidity 

of the rural economy by increasing tte skewness of the rural income and wealth 

distribution structure, including distribution of landholding. 

180. High rates of interest, advance sale of standing crops, the subsistence 

needs of the farmer, the monop~listic control of traders and money lenders, 

transpcrt agents,§£/ and above all the vastness of rural underemployment 

make the distribution not only of rural income but also of marketed surplus 

much more skewed than do any other factors. Such a skewed distribution of 

income, rural assets and marketing power should normally produce a higher 

rate of saving and capital formation in the agricultural sector. But this 

§2./ In some Afrioan eountries t.he existence of tenancy and high rent for 
land should be added. 
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is not the case because tne oav~ngs .,o generated are intercepted by those 

who themselves are not agricultur~l producers and who actually in a 

speculative way substitute for the non-existing marketing-cum-credit 

institutional ~etwork. The highly seasonal nature of peasants' income and 

expenditure increases their '· ..... ..L:."el.-a.., __ J.:t. ty .fiJ 
181. ·The "upper strata" of the rural society is frequently closely bound 

to the foreign enclave, particularly to qompanies interested in supplying 

the rural market with imported goods and thus involving a two way business, 

which has no interest in rural development per se.. Although at the lower 

end of this trade chain, the mentioned ~'upper strata 11 has l.iePn and is subject 

to the powerful influence of the consumption revolution-witnessed in urban 

centres in Africa during the past two decades. Besides having a pattern of 

oonspiouous consumption, the "upper strata" usually uses its surpluses for 

speculative inventory investment or investment in real estate. A common use 

is in high-yielding usury and trade. This of cour~e contributes largely to 

the proliferation of the tertiary sector. This and the highly .skewed 

distribution of income in the rural sectcr 1-rhich is due to the presenoe of 

activities unconnected with productive enterprise constitute the basis for 

the persistence of the bottleneck in savings. Moreover, they also account 

for the inability to alt0r ~~d ~~uuu~~-~l~ fo~ dome~tic consumption (food) 

so as to minimize imports or increase the exportable non-traditional items 

of agricultural origin. 

·182. This somewhat lengthy discussion of this particularly important 

bottle.~eck within the saving-investment process apparently is of no interest 

for a study which concentrates particularly on mobilization of resources for 

industrial investment. However, this only apparently is the case; for two 

important reasons this bottleneck should be considered. 

§1/ It follows that well-conceived co-operatives can pl~y an enormous, if 
not a key, role in changing- this situation; 
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183. There is a widespread conviction if not consensus,. particularly among 

the Western politicians and economists, that African agriculture should be 

developed and yialJ. savings for the development of the industrial sector 

of the economy. 

184. The reverse of this proposition is the truth. Actually, if the secondary 

sector of the African economy is to develop, and the whole development process 

is not to grind to a complete halt, capital should be pumped into the 

agricultural sector from outside the sector, over a long period of time; 

this is necessary for the implementation and for the bringing to fruition of 

basic reforms which are r1eeded, problems of land tenure and land reform being 

only one area which requires attention. 

185. Before basic reforms can be implemented in realistic terms and their 

effects mature, some interim measures are necessary to decrease at least the 

volume of capital which must flow to agriculture from the rest of the economy 

and from abroad through interception to a. large extent of the wasted 

agricultural savings .Presently ;i.nter~epted by t"he described "upper strata". 

Besides specific fisc&l measures which already have been discussed, several 

institutional arrangements c~n be gradually introduced, thus altering the 

present highly undesirable situation T·Thich is a result of the plural structure 

of African economiec" 

5· Institutionalization 

186. Since market imperfections are one of the major impediments to the 

mobilization of savings, the policy objective should be directed toward 

institutionalization§.g/ of the market in general, and perhaps particularly 

for agricultural produce.' Open marl:Cet ope·"ations and creation of buffer 

stocks Cd.n prevent inventory investment and speculation. These operations 

The forms of institutionalization are as multi-fold as methods ard 
techniques to be employed by them; those selected depending upon the 
soci-political structur~ of the country, development levels of the 
economy and society and other environmental factors. The problem is 
too broad and complex to be considered h~re in any detail. 
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can gradually be extended to introduce a competitive element into the rural 

market, thus reducing the monopoly gains from trade, usury and credit 

busineGs and inventory speculation. Once this is achieved, the structural 

rigidities will loosen, making it posGible for the indirect measures of' 

monetary controls - interest-rate changes, credit policies, taxation and 

subsidies, and price policies - to be more efrective in resource mobilization 

than are at present. 

187. In the urban sector, monopolistic influences are no less pronounced 

than in the rural areas. This is particularly due to the foreign enclave, 

the direct impact of which in the rural areas is rather minor (there is, 

as explained, an important indirect impact), which has an impact of great 

proportions in urban areas, where they command practically the whole of the 

economic life. Concentration of' ownership and wealth in the foreign enclave 

is an all pervasiv~ feature of the situation; moreover, in countries where 

the relative size of the enclave is large and where detrimental laissez-faire 

policies are still followed, its predominance is growing. It does yield some 

impressive aggregate GDP ")Jer capita and growth rates figures suggestive of 

an economic boom, but this contributes little to the development of the 

indigenous economy and to the welfare of indigenous societies. 

188. The mobilization of private sector savings into investment largely 

depends on a limited number of entrepreneurE. who provide leadership to 

the rest of the businesB community. This leadership has up to now, with few 

exceptions, been provided for foreign enterprises and by foreign entrepreneurs 

frequently living outside Africa, and usually little concerned with the 

welfare of African economies and societies. Moreover, there is evidence that 

larger foreign enclaves (generally connected with larger foreign enterprises) 

tend to pay a relatively higher dividend and reinvest proportionately smaller 

amounts in production than their smaller counterparts (see Table 11~ group I 

has paid abroad 45 ~er cent of disposable income whereas group III has paid 

62 per cent). The non-indigenous recipients of personal income show similar 

behaviour. This confirms that the influence of the foreign enclave goos far 

beyond business per se and has a considerable impact on the economy of the 

country as a whole, stimulating the development of strategies and policy 

measures convenient to themselves. 
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189. The .li.frican region as a >-Thole has shown a lower rate of growth during the 

last decade than in the 1950s. Several factors contributed each to a different 

degree in this slow-down of economic growth. Excessive reliance was-placed on 

foreign aid and technical assistance and on foreign private investment which 

have not been forthcoming in the volume expected. Dynamic exogenous forces, 
·. 

active in the colonial past, have substantially slackened and sufficiently 

strong domestically-generated development drive has not been substituted. 

Foreign ·aid, which should be an auxiliary tool used to generate growth of 

domestic resources, often comes to be regarded and used as its substitute. In 

spite of attempts made to increase the flow of domestic resources in many 

African countries, the saving ratio has declined and the balance-of-payments 

position of these countries has deteriorated. It is believed that structural 

pluralism, which is a common feature of most African countries, is the basic 

cause underlying African economic problems. 

190~ The policies which have so far been generally advocated and proposed for 

the mobilization of savi:1gs in Africa, based as they are on the model of 

western, deveJoped countries, often create the opposite of the desired effects 

in the African milieu. Market im~erfections and rigidities are well recognized 

by economists but their impact on resource mobilization and resource allocation, 

within a structure of plural economies, has never been systematically 

investigated, at least in the African context which is strikingly different 

from that of other developing regions. 

191. The endemic scarcity and frequent unreliability of statistical data in 

Africa should be recognized as a serious limitation of the present study. 

Nevertheless, the collected data and information have made possible the analysis 

which has here been made. No claim, either for precision or universality is 

advanced. ·The path is hardly cleared, yet it indicates already, it is believed, 

a way to better understanding of the subject of the present study. 

192. The analysis, preliminary though it is, indicates clearly the necessity and 

a possibility of increasing the amount of saving available for investment. 
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2 (> Tb c I":'":Oll2",T" :1 ~ ·J.{·~~ ---... ~ ... _., ... ___ -------
193. The most important single fact about savint; and investment activities is 

that they are gem~ralJy undertaken by different people and fer different reasons. 

In this context t:r-, pl'Oblem evolves ir1to the :oroblem of monG;y market, or, more 

precisely, capital market. It should be recognized that a capital market in the 

developed economy sense i .. e. with a busy stock exchange and vvith a high degre1e of 

specialization of financial inE.>titutions, dU~<?.!C2. does not e:.-.::ist in Africa. 

Nevertheless, if there is a mone~v economy thei'f-) is also a money and capital market, 

and such market does exist in Africa. It is highly imperfect and, corresponding 

to the striking differences among the basic sectors of tho plural. econom,y, it 

shows a similar degree of di:~ferentiationo Roughly it can be divided into an 

official organizeo_ rr.arket and an unof:?icial market. The official market is 

certainly a;cessible to the foreign enclave and also to the government but is 

almost ~na~cessible to the indigenous population, although i~ the past decade 

evident but still ~1'1.sR+.isf;:wtory progress t'>las achieved in this respect. 

194. This situation is related mainly to the institutional set up of the money 

market in most Afric;an countries, ;,·rhich in bulk should be ccnsidored as an inteeral 

part of the fo:c"eign enclave 7 by tvhich and for which it tms dev:;loped. Some 

countries hav~" na"tion':llized banking, cr have establicherl nationclly owned banks, 

previously .:.-.;c~::.·o_;_;:.Lv ._::.L;-,- ...,_.. . ... ---. -· .eo~ . '· --
, ..1. _, ___ ........ ':...... ._. ...... ..L. \...J- v ....... c.~·.:; ~.:, .... Llg made to develop 

a net1.vork of :::'inaclCial insti tutionc devoted to taking care of indigenous saving 

and crech -G J.or uu.lJ..g·..::nous members of t~ue community., Some prog.resFJ have been 

achieved, but to an -c<.DS2- i:;isfactory degre8. An unofficial, uncontrolled money market 

still exists, usu~ is widely ~ractised and the savings of the poorer strata of the 

population 1 m.:::inly t:ne peE1sants are intercepted and diverted from rural areas and 

are directecl mainly into unproductive investment. 

195. But the problem is not limited to the network of financial institutions 

serving broa.d rr.E .• sf.GE; o1 pr.:;dominantly rural population. There is a general bottle

neck of fcod and agric-o.ltural mcterjals and unless the invcst:-,18nt·--income-saving 

link can become operative the whole developinent process will fail to become self-· 

generating. The crucial lL,j.c is ·i;he control over the market surplus of agricul tur.~l 

output. That is because the ability of the economy to 1Jreak +he barrier of 
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inelastic food supply depen<is on i-cs sustained ability to channel investment 

toward altering rigidities of the agricultural production function (which is 

rigid qualitatively and quantitatively). If the marketed surplus fails to 

provide original accummulation and development, the life of the sector remains 

disorganized, and this is the case of African agriculture, in respect of food and 

all non-export items. Virtually nothing was done in respect of the indigenous 

food market. Shortcomings have been supplemented by imports and not only did 

the situation not improve but it deteriorated during the past decade. High rates 

of interest (usury), advance sale of standing crops, the .. subsistence needs of the 

farmer, the monopoly control of traders and money lenders, transport agents, in 

some countries the existence of tenancy and high rent for land, and above all the 

vastness of rural underemployment, make the distribution .not only of rural income 

but also of marketed surplus much more skewed than do any other factors. Such a 

sket.red distribution of income, rural assets and marketing power should normally 

produce a higher rate of saving and capital formation in the agricultural sector. 

But this is not the case because of savings so generated are intercepted by those 

who themselves are not agricultural producers and who actually in a speculative 

way substitute for the non-existant marketing--cum-credit institutional network. 

The highly seasonal nature of peasants' income and expenditure increases their 

vulnerability to the described circumstances. 

196. In Africa the bulk of savings comes from the private sector of the economy. 

The public sector saves relatively little. But, although the private sector 

provides the major share of savings, the role it plays in capital formation is 

relatively much less important. This highlights the importance of the question of 

transfer of resources from the private to the public sector for capital formation. 

However, this problem is complicated bY the fact that in the analyzed sample more .......... 

than 80 per cent (87 per cent on the. average) of private savings (gro·ss) are 

generated within the foreign enclave. Moreover 80 per cent of the foreign enclaves' 

savings are generated by (foreign oHned) corpora~e business (i.e., 65 per cent of 

........ .•. ~. _ ..... -..... . ........... ,. •" . 
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total gross savings, public ar'ci pnvate). The indigenous population contributes 

only 13 per cent to the private saving fund (ll per cent of total gross savings).21/ 

197. Despite the fact that most African countries favour private initiative and 

enterprise, under the circumstances of private, predominantly foreign, saving

investment betaviour existing at present, the State has no choice but to take 

initiative action to mobilize resources and to transfer them from the private 

sector for capital formation, public and private indigenous. 

3. Sectoral saving 

198. The (imputed) income of the population in the subsistence sector represents 

about 27 per cent of gross domestic income, out of vv-hich only less than 10 per 

cent is monetized. Apparently the members of this sector save some 0.2 per cent 

of their (imputed) income (or less than 3 per cent of their monetized income) 

which will represent 0.4 per cent of the total gross domestic savings. This is 

a purely theoretical figure and is much smaller than any reasonable order of 

magnitude of error of the magnitude with which the "rhole analytical exercise is 

burdened. Neither can the potential savings of this sector of population have any 

significant relevance for the economy in the whole. Direct taxes paid by this 

sector of the population have more significance (they represent in average more 

than 4 per cent of all direct taxes co~lected) especially in eome countries where 

they represent up to 20 per cent of all direct taxes collected. Nevertheless. 

with progress in development these contributions should decline by definition. 

Therefore, the subsistence sector cannot be regarded as having potential for a 

greater than present contribution to disposable domestic resources. 

199. Within the indigenous money sector the situation is different with regard to 

both GDP and income per capita. The level of per capita income changes with its 

sources. Low average levels are associated with farmers' and landlords' income 

whereas higher average levels are associated with the large component of income 

derived from paid employment. On the other hand higher income levels are associated 

~ All the figures refer to the analyzed sample of African developing countries 
south of the Sahara. 
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vd th the presence of the foreign enclave, the sector which creates paid employment. 

Indirect evidence (per capita ·capital maintenance expenditure) sho~r.rs that in the 

apparently "better-off" countries the income derived from indigenq1).s (;)n,tr!3preneursL 

represents also a relatively much smaller part of income earned by indigenous 

population than in the apparently "poorer" countries. It seems that in countries 

with relatively medium-sized foreign enclaves the.indigenous entrepreneurship 

is relatively most developed and is engaged not only in farming but also in other 

activities. Sheer poverty of the rural masses and the peculiar general dis

inclination of landlords to engage themselves or their capital in productive 

activities explains the situation in "poorer" countries. Monopolization of the 

rr.arket by the foreign enclave limits sharply the access of the indigenous 

population to productive inves·tment and entreprenial activities in the apparently 

"better-off" countries. Both limitations have much less impact on the development 

of indigenous entreprenial activities in the middle average level income countries. 

200. In average and in absolute terms the indigenous population of the "better-off' 

countries saves more. In the "poorer" countries it saves 2.8 per cent of its 

disposable income, and in the "better-off" countries 3.5 per cent (in average). 

But this apparent increase in the propensity ·to save is by any standard very low, 

only 5.7 per cent, thus confirming the above made conclusion that the shortage of 

and/or limitations of access to investment and entreprenial activities seriously 

impedes the development of thriftiness among the African money sector population. 

201. D,ynamic behavioral analysis confirms these conclusions. At lower income 

brackets the propensity to save increases but it reaches its maximum at some 

US$600 per capita (gross income) and decline afterwards. This is a very dis

quieting trend. Certainly besides the above described limitations to the 

development of indigenous entrepreneurship, other factors are operating 1 'namely, 

the negative "demonstration effect" and"phenomenon"that consumption and saving 

are influenced by the social class with which the individual identifies himself. 

202. Moreover, the same dynamic analysis shows that the indigenous money economy 

is stagnating, the net fixed investment schedule is extremely flat, an~ there is 

a very high proportion of capital maintenance expenditure. This supports the 

correctness of the conclusion that over-sized foreign enclaves have a negative 

impact on the development of indigenous economies. 
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203" It is often argued that the loH level of income of the African population 

makes a~y saving difficult. This is true for the large masses of the populace 

whose per capita income level does not differ much between countries- the 

countries' different averages reflecting in fact the relative strength (size) of 

the "better-off" groups of the indigenous population. Thus people commanding 

relatively much higher per capita incomes (comparable to middle class incomes of 

the population in developed countries) display a much lower propensity to save 

than their much poorer compatriots. Actually when compared with those at similar 

income levels in developed countries, their thriftiness is relatively negligible. 

Moreover, these groups of population are responsible for the transfer of a 

relatively large part of their savings abroad (approximately 20 per cent of gross 

savings or 1.5 per cent of their disposable income). These transfers although 

negligible from the point of view of the whole burden of transfers (they represent 

only 3.5 per cent of the net transfers abroad) represent nevertheless a highly 

negative behavioural feature of the "elite" of the African indigenous societies. 

Currency over-valuation provides in several countries a strong incentive to 

transfer savings abroad. 

204. The income structure of the non-indigenous population varies characteristically 

with the relative size of the foreign enclave. The larger (relatively) the 

enclave the more significant are the numbers of non-indigenous community members 

deriving income from paid employment. 

205. The propensity to save of the employed non-indigenous population is relatively 

lov.J (it saves little more than 6 per cent of its disposable income in average) but 

its behaviour is normal, i.e., the propensity to save increases with increasing 

income. It transfers abroad a relatively large part of its savings .(86 per cent 

in average) although there are wide variations caused by different national and 

status structure of this population which reflects also its position vis-a-vis 

foreign exchange regulations. 

206. A fairly different pattern is presented by the other group of non--indigenous 

population- that Hhich derives its income other than from paid employment, i.e., 

mainly from non-corporated business activities. The average per capita income 

level of members of this group although varying from country to country, does not 
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differ much from the per ca-oi ta income of the group in paid employment. 

Their propensity to save is higher (more than 9 per cent of disposable income) 

although low when compared with standards of developed countries. But most 

striking is the fact that they transfer abroad more than they save~ and at 

the same time they accumulate relatively sizable amounts of capital 9 thus 

expanding their activities by means .of locally borrowed money (some 3 per 

cent of their disposable income). Nevertheless, their contribution to net 

fixed capital increment is meaningless -- ··o:1 per cent per annum - thus they 

contribute little to the economy's development. 

207. It is important, however, to mention that this group of population in 

countries with relatively large foreign enclaves is also yielding under the 

impact of the monopolistic position of foreign corporate business. They 

actually decapitalized (they transfer abroad 136 per cent of their gross 

savings out of which 20 per cent comes from the decapit~lization process). 

208. Foreign corporate business on the average flourishes. Its disposable 

income (i.e., after depreciation and taxation) amounts to 15 per cent 

approximately (on the average) of interest on imputed capital. On the other 

hand it represents almost 65 per cent of gross domestic savings. On the 

average 55 per cent of dispOScible income is transferred abroad and some 40 per 

cent goes into capital formation,§2/thus contributing about 37 per cent to 
,. ······· _ .. 

overall accumulation. It should be pointed out that this presentation is 

not definitive because of its aggregate character. The lack of data does 

not permit us to show the gross outflows and inflows, only net flows. 

Obviously a large part of fixed capital formation is financed by new capital 

inflows from abroad anq .~Gt.ual remittances of profits abroad assume greater 

proportions than it would appear to be the case from the above-mentioned 

figures. 

On the average, with the exception of countries in which this group of 
population is largely made up of Asian~ and where the foreign exchange 
regulations effectively limit transfer possibilities (in the group II 
countries this population transfers only some 60 per cent of their 
savings). 

. .. , .... , .. , . 

This includes also changes in stocks but excludes depreciation. 
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2')9_ The r:overnment contributes but little to gross domE::stic savings, on the 

average 8.5 per cent (foreign aid excluded). But in several countries the 

government is in deficit, i.e. 1 shm,rs dissavings, or, in other terms the 

government's recurrent .expenditure is larger than its revenue. 

4. Capital formation and foreign aid 

210. The features of capital formation in African countries are peculiar. 

Although resources are scarce, currently they are not entirely utilized- only 

less than 95 per cent (aid included) are actually used. The other peculiarity is 

the declining ratio of capital formation (to gross income),. i.e., the negative 

correlation between capital formation and income. The negativeness of this 

correlation is even more striking in respect of net fixed capital formation, i.e., 

the real accumulation. The analysis shows clearly that this is caused by the 

impact of the relative size of the foreign enclave. 

211. The contribution of foreign aid (foreign private investment excluded) 

to net fixed capital formation is very important (57 per cent, on the average). 

In "poorer" countries this contribution amounts to 85 per cent and in the 

"better-off" c<:>untries to 41 per cent. 

212. In per capita terms more aid went to the "better-off" countries with large 

foreign enclaves (US~3.90, whereas the average was US~3.32). But the efforts 

of the "poorer" countries to channel their own resources (i.e., foreign aid and 

foreign corporate business excluded) into net fixed capital formation was 

stronger than in the "better-off" countries. In per capita terms and related to 

the money sector population§£/ twice as much accumulation was achieved in the 

"poorer" countries than in the "better-off" (USf,9.57 and US$4. 73, respectively). 

213. The government, mainly t·ecause of foreign aid, should be regarded as the 

most important jnvestor. On the average, government was responsible for 49.3 per 

cent of net fixed capital formation, followed by the foreign enclave with 42.~ per 

§2/ Both indigenous and non-indigenous population as well as government performance 
was better. The figures refer to money sector population, the subsistence 
sector being virtually idl& in this respect. 
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cent (37.t; per cent foreign corporate business and 5 per cent non-indigenous 

population). The governments' predominance was even more accentuated in the 

"poorer" countries (61.3 and 52.3 per cent in groups I and II, respectively) 

the ominous exception being "better-off" countries (group III) V>lher.e the 

governments contributed only 34 per cent to net fixed capital formation and the 

foreign enclave 61.2 per cent 1 thus assuring the perpetuation of its predominance 

within these economies.· 

214. The governments only seldom happen to be involved in productive investment 

per se. They concentrate on infrastructure in the belief that this will stimulate 

the activities of the private sector. But market imperfections and rigidities 

combined with the virtual absence of indigenous agents of production_a_nd .. 

distribution have prevented these expectations from materializing and the indigenoul 

agents have been only partially substituted for by foreign private initiative. 

This is not to deny the importance of i"nfrastructural--development but to point 

out that public sector activities cannot be limited to this activity if African 

economies are to become independent. 

215. The private indigenous sector is weak in every respect. Its poverty sticken 

po-pulation (with the exception of the small group of "elite") cannot generate 

much saving" Therefore, no spectacular change can be triggered by this sector 

itself. Besides there are other important factors t..rhich are in operation greatly 

limiting this sector's capacity for change. Lack of skills and the virtually 

monopolistic control of the market by the foreign enclave should be regarded as 

major obstacles which cannot be easily removed. Only an effective government 

intervention through public investment into production per se and distribution 

either on its own or through private indigenous investors can generate change. 

216. But it should be recognized that the African governments are hampered. On 

one hand their own savings available for investment, if av~, represent but a small 

part of funds needed. On the other hand their investment is heavily dependent on 

foreign aid, which is subject to many restrictions imposed by the donors in 

respect of the purposes for which it can be used •. And these restrictions virtually 

do not permit the use of the aid for productive investment in the public sector. 
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217 .. Nevertheless, in snit:; ·-::-C' its ~'"'~"st volume and the restrictive terms under 

which it is forthcoming, foreign aid is immensely important to virtually all. 

African countries. A dynamic behavioural analysis proves beyond doubt that 

without aid and with the present level of domestic resources available for 

accumulation, net fixed capit&l formation would be reduced to meaningless 

proportions. Under pr.esent conditions (ceteris paribus) the absence of foreign 

aid would be a catastrophe. Moreover, even if there were no net flm-r of transfers 

abroad (i.e., the fl01·rs "out" and "in" were balanced) the economic grovrth of 

most of the countries (except the "better-off", i.eo, the countries of group III) 

would decline substantially, and become in some countries negative in terms of 

per capita grm·Ith rates. In other words the population growth would outrun the 

economic gro1'11th. 

5· Limiting factor- the size of the market 

218. The analysis has shown (paragraph 210) that not all the resources gathered 

and retained by African countries could be converted into net fixed capital. 

Besides it is well known that optimum use is not made of resources available for 

accumulation thus satisfactory reproduction effects are not forthcoming. 

Inefficient use of resources should be regarded as the most outstanding deterrant 

to their mobiJization- both domestic and external resources. The continuing 

outfl01rJ of private resources ("~he net transfers abroad) makes evident the fact 

that there is more effective demand for resources elsewhere, outside Africa, 

than in Africa. There is lack of rapid enough expansion of opportunities for 

existing foreign business in Africa, and there are very fet"IT new ir..veetment 

opportunities which can attract (or keep) foreign capital in Africa. This is 

the major cause of the net outflow of private capital from Africa. There is no 

reason to hold owners of foreign capital established in Africa at fault for 

remitting their profits abroad where they could be used optimally from the point 

of view of these owners, in cases in which they cannot expand in other business 

lines in Africa. They came to do business, i.e., to make profits and to make 

optim~~ use of these profits. Africans should rather hold responsible first of 

all themselves for their inability to create adequate investment opportunities 

both for themselves and for foreign investors. 
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219. The problem may be reduced to the 1'1lell knmm constraint to develop:ncnt of 

African countries - the smallness of African national markets. They are small 

in terms of population numbers; they are even smaller than they appear since 

only the monetary sector population generates effective demand, which in aggregate 

terms is by any standards very small because of the lo11: level of average per 

capita income. ~!hat is required is an overall increase in aggregate demand to an 

extent which will simultaneously encourage the whole bo~y of economic activities, 

provide opportunity and speed up expansion. The promoting role 1'1las formerly 

carried out mainly by expo~t activities, thus stimulating the development of.the 

export sector in colonies, 1.orhich became the foreign enclave of independent 

African countries. But exports no longer play the same dynamic role in. Africa as 

they once did. Pxport of hydrocarbons and other products of mineral origin may 

provide resources, especially the badly .. needed forBign exchange' component but 

will not create effective demand, i.e., provide for expansion of the domestic 

market to the extent of yielding viable investmed opportunities. 

220. Transformation of the traditional subsistence sector of the African societies 

and its integration with the modern part of the African socio_;economic structure 

\vill, of course, change the whole picture and dramatically increase the aggregate 

effective demand of any single African country. But, this process will take a 

considerable time to be accomplished, and the resulting market will still remain 

small by any standards. Thus only a.limited inadequate volume of investment 

opportunities ~ill be created. Moreover, this volume will be stretched over an 

unacceptably long period of time. 

221. In such circumstances there is only one solution: economi.c co-operation for 

development among African countries, through which, if co-operative arrangements 

embrace a large enough number of countries, the African markets can be satisfactorily 

expanded and almost infinitely multiply the number and volume of investment 

opportunities viable in commercial and profitable in social terms. 
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?22. The proposition is l,vell knm'lln and widely accepted throughout Africa yet 

little has been done to implement this solution. Existing arrangements are 

limited in scope and only half-heartedly pursued. There are, of course, obvious 

exogenous forces which work to impede development of economic co-operation in 

Africa but it remains with Africa to minimize their effects. 

223. Mobilization of resources is in need of a potent stimulating force and this 

can be provided first of all by effective demand for resources, i.e., in pragmatic 

terms, abundant volume and choice of viable investment opportunities at all 

levels of finar:·cing capacity and entreprenial activity - opportunities open to 

everybo~y with no discrimination as long as his activities are compatible with 

African development goals. 

6. Mobilization of domestic resources 

224. Assuming that this major problem has been solved, it is necessary to go 

back to the subject of this analysis: the mobilization of domestic resources. 

225. Thriftiness so far has not become a characteristic of the African indigenous 

population and its voluntary saving still plays a minor role in the total balance. 

In the long run it is impossible for African countries to rely on capital imports 

and savings of the foreign enclave. Private voluntary saving of the indigenous 

population should be promoted by all means. ·of course, this will not yield 

results overnight; it is a long slow process. But steps should be taken to 

make it po~sible for the African to realize that it is intended that he should 

benefit from the development for which his savings are needed. He should come to 

regard savings as a civic duty to be voluntarily accepted. This is closely 

related to the need for ~onveying to the population the content of the national 

development plan, its aims and goals, and its· modes of implementation. 

226. Before this slow process will start to yield more substantial returns, the 

governments in Africa must intervene and mobilize savings by using compulsory 

and quasi-compulsory methods - in short restrict consumption policies. But this 
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is not the only problem. The ot:-er is to retain as much of these savings in 

the countr~ as possible and to channel them into productive investment. 

Reduc-tion of transfers abroad and prevention of all kinds of leakages are 

problems which should be solved as soon as possible. 

227. The bulk of savings comes from the private sector of the economy. But, 

as was stated above, although the private sector provides the major share of 

savings, the role it plays in net fixed capital formation is relatively much 

less important. This highlights the importance of the cruestion of trans~er of 

resources from the private to the public sector for nevJ capital formatio:1. 

Hm'lfever, this problem is complicated by the fact that (on the average) 87 per 

cent of the private savings (gross) are generated '"'i thin the foreign enclave. 

The State has no croice but to take initiative action to mobilize resources and 

to transfer them from the private indigenous and non-indigenous sectors for 

capital formation (in public and private indigenous sectors). 

228. The instruments used for this purpose are taxation, foreign exchange control, 

and public borrowing on the domestic market. But the use of these instruments 

is beset by many problems which in the final am•lysis originate because of the 

structural pluralism of the African econor:'l~_es and societies. 

229. The "tax effort" of African cou:1trics should be re<"",arded as lo~J or medium ·

in the average the weight of public revenue represents 17 per cent of GDP (7 to 

26 per cent in individual cases). ::-n a dcJeloped economy where all the elements 

are well integrated into a highly responsive system, a weight of this proportion 

would have been more ttan ader;uate for a remote control system to generate and 

guide the development process by operating solely at the State level (with the 

possible exception of countries in vJhich this weight is particularly low 10 per 

cent or less). Unfortunately. the absence of integration- i.e. 1 in vi':'HoJ of the 

structural pluralism - and the presence of perverse articulation among the various 

elements, especially the foreign enclave, create conditions where the responses 

are often the opposite of those which would normally be expected. 

§]} Or rather VJi thin the co-operating group of countries and within the region. 
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?30. Direct taxation rGprc;:_~e,-;-cs ~, 3t:'_dcingl,y low compc_,,:;nt of the governmental 

revenue- 32 per cent in average. Commodity taxes constitute the major element 

of the tax structure because of the dJ.:fficulty in collection of direct taxes. 

The tax structure of the African countries was not designed to serve the purpose 

of economic growth, development, anJ e;quityi it was conditioned by considerations 

of administrative convenience and revenue yielding cap2"ci ty. Moreover, it was 

never intended to prevent the reaping of excessive profits by the foreign enclave, 

which for all purposes was regarded as the periphery of the metropolitar:. 

economy. Times have changed. Obviously these tax structures must be re-examined 
I 

and re-designed to serve better the objectives of economic and social development. 

231. The subsistence sector of the population may be left out of consideration: 

neither impressive increase of tax yield nor any impact yielding saving expansion 

can be expected to come from these poverty stricken people. 

232. The indigenous population of the money sector shows a declining propensity 

to save at higher income levels. Besides as was stated above this "elite" is 

responsible for transferring abroad a relatively large part of its savings and 

seldom channels them to local productive investment. This, of course, clearly 

calls for a much more steeply graduated income tax rate than is presently in use. 

Simultaneously, much higher commodity taxes than those levied at present should 

be applied on luxury and no:.-.--essc,r,t.i.a..:;__ goud_s, particuLnly imported or domestically 

produced but with large imported inputs components. In short, the propensity 

to consume of the population in the upper income brackets must be curtailed. At 

the same time, considering the tendency of this group of the population to invest 

in speculative real estate, taxatJ.on of wealth should be introduced or tax rates 

adjusted in order to channel resources to productive investments. Nevertheless, 

considering the vital importance of expanding the participation of the indigenous 

group of population in productive business, a system of tax incentives as well 

as easily accessible credit facilities should be provided, thus efficiently 

compensating them for their losses of savings (through increased taxation). 
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213. The non-indi["enous population s',ould be considered in t'JO senarate groups. 

The group which derives income from paid employment and the other group which 

derives income from other th~n paid employment activities. 

234. The group in paid employment is very mildly taxed (on an average). :But this 

may not be a correct observation because the information on tax exemptions of 

many vitally important expatriate professionals is missing. Therefore enquiry 

into this problem is required. Nevertheless it seems that a more steeply 

graduated income tax, as for the upper brackets of the indigenous population, 

should be applied also in this case. The system of tax exemptions should be 

abolished and higher salaries paid in compensation. This will give a more 

accurate picture of the cost of employing expatriate manpower. For employment 

paid from budgetary sources it will not matter- a purely accounting problem. 

In cases of other types of employment the present tax exemptions'have in fact 

been government·subsidies which have been granted for which no accounting has 

been given. It will be difficult to deny to some of these expatriates the favour 

of allowing them to transfer their savings home, up to a reasonable limited 

extent, of course. Many of them are 1-velcome in Africa and their skills are vital, 

for the time being, to African development. The~r have come having been invited 

by Africa anr'l. are usually attracted hy the financial conditions offered. :But 

there are alco many among them vJho can be more or less easily replaced by 

Africans; there is no reason t~ grant them any special treatment. Therefore, 

the right to transfer personal savings abroad should be granted on a strictly 

selective basis. 

?3). The other group of non-indigenous population, those deriving income from 

other than paid employment activities presents a much more complex case. Direct 

taxation, because of widely practised tax evasion and the TPJeakness of the fiscal 

apparatus, can hardly be expected to·yield much more positive results than at 

present. The presence of these people in African countries has minor, if any, 

importance to African development, although many among them are loyal citizens 

and have deeply rooted ties with Africa. But if they consider themselves loyal 

citizens -and in a way Africans - then there is no logical explanation for 

their transfers of savings abroad- although there may be some exceptions, e.g., 

education of· their children abroad in cases where-·there .. are ·no satisfactory 
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local educational facilities. Therefore, permits for transfer abroad should be 

granted only in specific exceptional cases. ID several countries such apparently 

tight foreign exchange control has been established (although there are serious 

doubts about its effectiveness) but in man,y countries there is still no foreign 

exchange control, or an extremely liberal one. However, foreign exchange control 

in its simple form is insufficient as long as tight control of import and export 

licensing combined with rigorous price control is not efficiently introduced. 

Over- and under-invoicing, wide-spread practice, not only in Africa, is not 

only an illicit method of transferring money abroad but it is also tax evasion 

thus it damages African economies in two ways. It should be pointed out that 

over- and under-invoicing is practised not only in countries which have introduced 

foreign exchange control but also in those which have not, just for the purpose 

of tax evasion. Certainly all that is required is a relatively highly skilled 

personnel of high professional and ethical integrity, working with great efficiency. 

236. Foreign corporate business represents a major problem. In general African 

countries have inherited laws and regulations granting privileges to foreign 

(metropolitan) business, which includes also a mild taxation incidence. Moreover, 

different unco-ordinated (throughout Africa) systems of, inter alia, tax incentives 

were introduced during the last decade, resulting in a virtual tax paradise for 

foreign corporate business in Africa. Nevertheless, these eystems of incentives, 

so_far, have not yielded any appreciable results. This is obvious: tax 

incentives cannot substitute for the smallness of the markets which makes most 

conceivable projects not viable with or without tax incentives. Corporate profits 

in Africa are much higher than in tre developed countries, and there is no good 

reason w~y the tax incidence should be milder. Besides it is well known that 

the higher profits have seldom been sufficient to precipitate a major inflolftr of 

capital without a deeper economic rationale. The major stimulus to overseas 

investment is created by the need to defend markets. There are"two major factors: 

one is the emergence of giant multinational corporations, the other is the 

proliferation of independent States, each.reaching out for economic independence, 

and thus promoting disintegration.of the world market. Every country is pursuing 

its goals to some degree through controlling relations with the world economy, 

using for the purpose, inter alia, currency and capital control and protection, 
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anr'! these met' ods are bound to affect t~ •e oper0.tions of exnorting firms. The 

conflict between these hro elements, the growing inter-nationalism of these 

areas of competition of these firms and the sharpening nationalism within them 1 

can be eased in practice only if they undertake manufacturing abroad. For 

example, India's experience has shown that every tightening of import controls 

has provoked a rush of foreign enterprises for industrial licenses, capital 

issues consents, and so on. Of course, all this is valid only to the extent to 

l'-'hich an investor can locate a market which permits a viable size for his type 

of operation - every one of "VJhich has its optimum size. Sub-optimum o~'erations 

under adequate protection may be commercially viable to the detriment of the 

economy and being subsidized by the consumer~ contributes to their impoverishment. 

Such operations, if vital and of key importance for development may as exceptions 

be considered but in the past decade they became a characteristic feature of the 

African industrialization pattern. 

237. Transfer abroad of foreign owned corporate business profits should be 

regarded as an ~navoidable consequence of their presence in the country. The 

profits being high and taxation mild they appear large and are much higher than 

interest on the hardest of loans. Up to a certain reasonable extent this can be 

legitimate as compensation for know-how, managerial skills, access to export 

markets, etc.v but limits must be set. However, these limits cannot he imposed 

rigidly and mechanically they should be subject to negotiations. 

238. Considering this problem, sharp distinction should be made between export

oriented and import-substitution-oriented foreign enterprises. In the first 

place the African country must secure for itself a maximum of net foreign exchange 

inflo-vJ as its share in the operation. In the second case adeCIUate care must be 

given to achieve effective savings of foreign exchange othe~Jise needed for 

imports. This points out that import substitution operations by foreign owned 

enterprises .are worthwhile considerations of African authorities only in cases of 

essential commodities. Import substituting activities oriented toward production 

of non-essential and luxury goods should be reserved exclusively for indigenously 

owned enterprises so that these activities do not result in a foreign exchange 

drain which may be avoided. 
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?~9. Strate{-;'r should be develouecl to acl,ieve a balance bet1.veen the outflo"r of 

corporate business profits (and interest) abroad and the inflow of foreign 

capital for expansion and establishment of new enterprise. The availability 

of new investment opportunities is the key for the achievement of such 

conditions, and this depends on the size of African markets, which can be expanded 

only through economic co-operation for development. 
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240. Serious semantic 9roblems were encountered during this study. They 

arise mainly in connexion with the differences in approach which are 

unavoidably encountered in a study of this kind and the basic concepts 

underlying the system of national accounts as currently standardized~ 
241. It would be sterile to engage the reader in a discussion which more or 

less would be a repetition of the famous discussion between Robertson and 

Keynes. Keynesian definitions are employed in national accounting. This 

is so because in national accounts it is essential that all the variable 

apply to the same period. But Robertson was right pointing out that "today's !W -
consumption is function of yesterday's income", and his approach involved 

period analysis which envisaged the process of capital formation "as taking 
89/ 

place over a period of time subject tq_ time-lags of undetermined length.,._ 

This analysis was not available to Keynes. 

242. The present study to be realistic approaches the problem step-by-step, 

which involves time lags and makes quite clear the difference between (1). 
I 

saving and investment being "equal" (identity equations - national accounts 

approach) and (2) saving and investment being in "equilibrium" (behaviour 

equations). Of course, the behavioural approach is at the c0re of the 

present study although features of the "identity" approach are also discussed 

in it. 

243. Use of these two approaches makes the semantic problems complicated 

because currently both of them use the same terminology. Saving remains 

saving but the amounts saved will not be identical in both cases, i.e., when 

calculated in different ways governed by each approach. Although, for 

example, Pigou has given us a beautiful definition cf saving: "the excess of 

total income received over income received for services in providing for 

consumption", not much has been made clear by this definition for practical 

A System of National Accounts. "Studies in Methods", Series F, No. 2, 
Rev. 1, United Nations, New York, 1960. 

Samuelson, P~ A., Robertson, D. H., (1890-1963), The Quarterly Journal
of Economics , Vol. 77, Fo. 4, November 1963, pp. 517-536. 
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purposes. It has become customary, however, to consider as saving proper 

only saving out of net income, after allowance has been made for the 

maintenance of capital, a usage which again leads to dangerous confusion 

betWePn the supply of new free capital and the total free capital available 

for investment. It is extrerr.ely diffiault to draw a clear line of 

demarcation between the t•m, for this would require, particularly under 

conditions of technical progress, a satisfactory definition of what is 

meant by maintaining capital intact. 

244. Again, in African conditions, the application of this customary approach 

has inherent dangers. How much money should be put aside as provision for 

capital consumption? Only actual data are available, i.e., how much has been 

put aside, and it is certain that this amount is much less than it should 
9J!I 

be, particularly in the public sector.z=J If the customary considerations 

are observed, this will result in inflating oath saving and capital formation 

part of Vl'hich compensate for the losses caused by the lack of maintenance, 

i.e., provision for capital consumption. Further confusion arises in this 

connexion because the national accounts consider provision for capital 

consumption as being equal to actual replacement or maintenance which, of 

course, in reality can happen only incidentally. Putting aside provisions 

for capital consumption, may create idle balance and in many respects these 

can be considered a kind of saving because they are intended for future 

expenditure, unavoidable, of course, and predetermined. Again in this 

case the national accounts data will not reflect the actual situation. 

As distinguished from "compulsory monetary saving" which has a peculiar 
characteristic: that in fact in this case the money for investment is not 
provided by any kind of saving but is created for that purpose. The use 
of the word saving in this connexion can be explained only by the mis
leading practice of tre&ting it as equivalent to formation of capital. 
Nevertheless, in practice it is sometimes very difficult to ~rove how 
much of such money has been actually created for this and not another 
purpose. 

2!/The apparent gap is obviously magnified by bad accounting practices, part 
of maintenance of capital being accounted v;ith the recurrent (i.e., 
consumption) expenditure. 
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245· To distinguish the terms related directly to nat:i.onal accounts, i.e., 

relevant for the "identity" approach, from others they will all bear the 

adjective "apparent". The others relatedto the "behavioural" approach will 

not bear this adjective. Otherwise the terminology will be the same for 

both sets of variables. 

The following set of terms will be used: 

(1) Gross Domestic Income - equal to Gross Domestic Product at factor cost. 

(2) Net Domestic Income - equal to Gross Domestic Income less depreciati<Jn 

and less transfers abroad. 

(3) Net Income - equal to Net Domestic Income plus Foreign Aid. 

(4) Transfer~~broad- comprises all flows over a country's border? i.e., 

private transfers, flows of migrants' capital, private debt servicing 

and amortization, ge-rieral government transfers, general government debt 

servicing and amortization, and non-profit in2]/utions' flow's ·excluding 

official foreign aid and flows related to aid? 
3 

. ' . . . 

(5) Foreign aid - grants-in-aid a~d aid loans (official, i.e., to the general 

government) less aid loans servicing and amo:rt:tzatiob. 

(6) Depreciation- an abbreviation which means either provision for capital 

consumption or actual replacement 0-nd maintenanc<.- expenditure out of' the 

depreciation fund, derJending on the approach ttY which it refers (this 

inaccurate abureviation was chosen to avoid the lengthy descriptive 

terminology, which, of course, as was menti'oned above, is still not 

def':ini tive) •

2£/ This is theoretically not correct (e.g., customarily debt servicing is not 
regarded as transfer). 

2JI. Grants-in-aid and aid loans, i.e., comprising servicing of' these loans 
including their amortization. 
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(7) Grr>ss Domestic Saving-- saving of households, non-profit institutions, 

private and public corporations and statutary bodies and the general 

government including Depreciation. 

(8) Net Domest~c Saving- Gross Domestic Saving less Depreciation and less 

transfers abroad. 

(9) Net Saving- Net Domestic Saving plus Foreign aid. 

(10) (Net) Fixed Capital Formation- value of purchases and own-account 

construction of fixed assets by households, enterprises, non--profit 

institutions, and the general government (except depreciation 

"expenditure"). 

(11) Changes in stocks - purchased materials, work in progress and finished 

products if held by households, enterprises or as part of tho stockpiling 

operations of the general government. 

(12) Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation - Net Fixed Capital Fo:;:mati£g plus 

Depreciation. 

(13) Su"b;:3istence PopuL tion - population, i.e., households or individuals 

whose income comprises less than 50 per cent of money (cash) income. 

(14) Indigenous Money Sector Population - indigenous p0pulation, i.e., 

households or ind.i~riduals whose income comprises more than 50 per cent 

of money (cash) income. 

(15) Non-indigenous Population- all other members of country's population 

including expatriate residen~as defined in the manner adopted by the 

Intern~tional Monetary Fund. 

(16) Eo reign Enc::J..ave (i':1come) - income of non-indigenous population and foreign. 

&orporate business. 

A few further explanatory remarks are given to avoid unnecessary discussion 

in the study: 

(a) Personal Gross Income - includes dividends received as well as income of 

non-profit institutions. 

(b) .Q_orporate Gross Income - excludes dividends paid locally but incl'lrle~ 

dividends remittable abroad (i.e., due to foreign shareholderr::). Of 

course? it excludes dividends paid to the general governmen~ in cases 

of mixed ventures. 
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(c) Foreign Corporate Business - business in which the majority of capital 

is foreign owned (this includes non-indigenous population). 

(d) Royalties are considered together with direct taxes~ 
(e) Indirect taxes except those paid on export, on imported inputs, or 

otherwise incurred by corporate business are accounted to consumption. 

(f) Disposable Income - gross income less direct taxes and royalties~ 
(includes dePreciation). 

(g) Gross Income (whether personal, corporate, etc.) refers to domestic 

income, i.e., the sum of gross income of all types equals Gross Domestic 

Income. 

(h) Government income (per se) - excludes tax and similar revenue and 

transfers other than mentioned at (iii) below; i.e., comprises only 

(i) income from government enterprises, (ii) income from property, and 

(iii) dividends or shares in profits from the government's participation 

in mixed vent~res • 

Although they should be regarded rather as income from property (an 
arbitrarily accepted simplification). 




